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YOL. VI.— NO. 24. HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, JULY 28, 1877. WHOLE NO. 284.
She gdUaud (Situ $eiw.
A WEEKLYllEWSPAPER,
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT
BQLUND cm, - • mm,
OFFICE : VAN LANDEGEND'8 BLOCK.
0. J. EOE3EUBO, Editor and Publisher.
TS2M3 Of 8UBSC2IPTI0H:— tS.OO peryexr Is idvaoce.
JOB PHINTINQ PROMPTLY AND NEATLY DONE.
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
•25 cents for each subse-
any period under threequent insertion fo
months.






350 5 00 8 00
5 On 8 00 10 00
8 00 10 00 17 00
'!) 17 00 25 00
17 00 25 00 40 00
25 <X) 40 00 65 00
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished without charge.
An X before the Subscriber's name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription. Two X X sig-
nify that no paper will be continued after date.
jr?'" All advertising bills collectable quarterly
gail Route.
T> EIDSEMA J. M., A SON, General Dealers in
IV Furniture & Coffins; Eighth street. See ad-
vertisement.
Oroetrlii-
TALIET8TRA, A., Groceries and Supplies; ar ready market for country nroduce; a choice
stock always on hand; cor. Kl«hth and Market st.
rpE VAARWERK, G. J., Family Supply Store;
JL a choice stock of groceries always on hand.
Blacksmith shop in rear of Store; Eighth street.
Oisiral Dialtn.
I'vUURSEMA J. A CO., Dealers In Dry Goods,
U Groceries, Crockery, Glassware, Rats, Cape,
Clothing and Feed ; River street.
©ut partete.
Produce, Etc.
Apples, f bushel ...... .......... $ 25®
Beans, bushel ................... 2 00 (&
Butter, lb ...................... ©
Clover seed, V lb .....








rPK ROLLER, D., Retail dealer In Dry Goods,
A Groceries, etc.; Notary Public and convey-
ancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.
XTAN PUTTEN G„ General Dealers. In Dry
V Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Rats and Caps,
Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
Bariwari.
\rAN DER VEEN. E., Dealer In General Hard-
V ware; cor, Eighth and River street.
Livery tsd Sals Stablei.
T)OONE A ALBERTI. Livery and Sale Stable.
13 Office and barn on Market street. Everything
first-class.
AJIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
1 1 Office of Dally Stage Line to Sangatuck, 9th
street, near Market.
Wago&Bnkeri and Blacksmith!.
T'kIJKEMA A BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith
LJ Shop. Horse-shoeing and all kinds of rennir-
ing done. Eighth Street a few doors west of River.
Chicago It Michigan Lake Shore B. B.





* 10.15 a. m.
12.00 “ “
\ 9.85 p. in.
Muskegon, Pentwater
& Big Rapids. 11.15 a.m.“ “ t 9.30 p. in.
New Buffalo &













\ 9.45 “ “
I^LIEMAN. J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;
F Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
pons. Cash paid for Furs.
Merchant Tailore
Honey, $ lb .......................
Hay, V ton ....................... 8 00
Onions. V bushel ................
Potatoes. 9 bushel ...............
Timothy Seed, $ bushel ........... (&
Wool, # lb ......................
Wood, Stavee, Etc,
Cordwood, maple, dry ..................... $ 8 00** ** green ................... 2 75“ beach, dry ................. 2 50“ *• green .......... ...... 2 25
Hemlock Bark ..................... @5 25
Stavei, pork, white oak, ............. @10 00
Staves, Tierce, “ ......... 12 00
Heading holts, soft wood ........... @254
Heading bolts, hardwood ................... 2 75
Stave bolts, softwood ....................... 2 «
Stave bolts, hardwood .................... 8 00
Railroad ties ................................ W
Grain, Feed, Etc.
[Corrected by the “Hugger HilU.)
Wheat, white $ bushel ...... new @ $ 1 25
Corn, shelled II bushel ............ 50
Oats, ̂  bushel ..................... @ 35
Buckwheat, V bushel ............. 1 00
Bran, $ ton ........... . ........... @ MM
Feed. I? ton ...................... 2100“ lb ..................... 1 ai
Bariev, $ 100 lb .............. .... 110
Middling, $100 lb ................. 1 50
Flonr, $ 100 lb ...................... 4 00
Pear) Barley, $ 100 lb .............. 3 00 @ 4 00
Meats, Etc.
Beef, dressed per lb ..................... 6 @6
Pork, “ “ ...................... @6
Lard .................................. 10 @
Smoked Meat ................. . ......... @11
•* Ham ........... 8 @ 9
“ Shoulders....'.; ................. @ 7
Tallow, per lb .......................... @6
Turkeys, “ ........................... 10 @11
Chickens, dressed per lb ....... ...... ... @10
T)OSMAN. J. W., Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
13 in ready made clothing and Gents' Furnish
ing Goods.
YTORST, W.. Merchant Tailor. Cloth purchas-
V ed elsewhere, will be cut to order. Reoairlug
promptly attended to. River street.
Heat Market*.
1>UTKAUW., New Meat Market, near corner
13 Eighth and Fish Street. A!! kinds of sau-
sages constantly on hand.
* Mixed trains.
t Dally except Sunday and Monday.
X Dully except Saturday.
| Mondays only.
All other trains dally except Sundays.
All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
time, which is 20 minutes later thau Columbus
time.
Mich. Lake Shore Bail Bead.


















7 25 11 41 2 18 8 40
7 15 11 36 Grand Haven
IPigeon
Holland
2 23 8 50
fi 30 11 07 2 58 9 40
5 55 10 40 3 35 It 15
5 07 10 18 Fillmore 3 55 11 45
3 55 9 80 Allegan 4 45 1 15
gusinete §irwtonj.
Attoraeyi.
JJOWARD.JH. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
Notary Public; River street.
OHERBURNE, S. W„ Blendon, Mich., Attorney
O at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
given to foreclosure of Mortgages and collections.
Office in the Village of Zeelana at the Store of A.
Bolks A Bros.
rpEN EYCK, J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
A Agent. Office in Kenyon’s block, 2nd floor,
River street
lakirlei.
TTUITE, J.. Dealer in all kinds of meats and
IV vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
#pfCfol UfltiCfS.
\7\AN DER HAAR, H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
V and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.
Xuafactorlei, UiUi, Sbopi, Xte.
T\EMING, W. H., Manufacturer of Plows, ByU improved iqkchlnery la enabled to sell the
regular Kalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
lower prices than any surrounding town. Plow
points ground to order. 10th street west of River st.
fJEALD, R. K., Manufacturer of and Dealer in
Ll Agricultural Implements ; commission agent
for Mowing Machines’ cor. 10th A River street.
TJAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
1 of Hugger Mill*: (Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
YTERBEEK, H. W.. A CO., Proprietors of the
V PhoeAix Planing Mill. All kinds of build-
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
Notary Pnbliei
POST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance
L Agent, Notary Pubilo and Conveyancer; Col-
lections made In Holland and vicinity.
p OOST, John A. Notary Public. Office in Com-
Xt mon Council Rooms, Van Landegends block,
Eighth street.
this line served on call ; Eighth street.
Bankiai and ftebaa •.
TTENYON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting,
IV Drafts bought and sold; cor. Eighth and
River streets.
Barbers.
T\E GROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,U shampooning, hair-dyeing, etc., done at rea-
sonable rates. Barber shop next door to the CityHotel. 14-ljr
looks aid Itatlosery.
TTANTERS, L. T. Dealer in Books, Statlon-
IV ery, Cigars, Notions and Toys, opposite
City Drug Store, Eighth street.
Boot! aid Ikon.
TTEROLD, E., Manufacturer of and dealer in
XX Boots and Shoes, Leather. Findings, etc.;
Eighth street.
SiitUt.
/'I fiE D. M. Dental Surgeon; residence and of-




A NNI8 A BROBK, dealers In Drugs. Medicines,
iV. Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Perfhmer-
lea Paints and Oils, Ac., Eighth street
T'VOESBURG. J. O., Dealer In Drags and Medi-
clues, Paints and Oils, Brashes, Ac. Phy-
sician's prescriptions csrcfnlly pntup: Eighth st
VfEENGS, D. B., Drag Store. Pino Drags, Med-
i-VX iclnes. Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Per-
fumeries. Eighth street
117AL8H, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
v V and Insurance Agent. Office, City Drug
Store, 8th street.
fbriielaii
A NNI8, T. E., Physician; residence, opposite
S. W. cor. Public Square.
1)E8T, R. B. A McK., Surgeons and Physicians.
13 Office at their residence, Overysel, Mich. Dr.
McK. Best will go to East Sangatuck every other
day for the next year, to keep himself in readiness
for professional calls.
Dead Animals.
The question has been for a long time
what will you do with dead animals. The
undersigned whose place ofbusi ness is near
Metz’s Tannery, will hold himself in read-
inesss to remove all dead animals at his
own expense, by simply notifying him
thereof.
Bknhard Wick.
Holland, Aug. 28, 1876. 29-ly
A full line of the finest Teas, and a lot
more of new calicoes at 6 cts. per yard, of
the finest colors, just received at
P. & A. 8TEKETEE.
NOTICE.
Notice is hereby given to all persons in-
debted to the late firm of E. Kruisinga &
Son, that the undersigned has been ap-
pointed the assignee of the estate of said
firm, and that all indebtedness due them,
must he paid to him without delay.
MANLY D. HOWARD,
Amgnee of E. Kruizenga & Son.
Holland, March 28, 1877.
P. & A. 8TEKETEE have received 160
barrels of salt that must be sold.
T EDEBOER.B. Physician and Surgeon: Office
corner Eleventh and River street opposite
public square.
ORRIS, 8. L, Physician and Surgeon. Office,
ivX over E. Hibold's Boot and Shoe Store,
Eighth street.
Dr. Shiloh's System Vitalixer,
We are authorized to guarantee this rem-
edy for the enre of dyspepsia, Inactive
Liver, Sour Stomach, Constipation, Loss
of Appetite, Coming up of Food Yellow
Shin, and General Languor and Debility.
You must acknowledge that this would he
ruinous unless we had positive evidence
that it will cure. You who are suffering
from these complaints, these words are
addressed— and will you continue to suffer
when you can be cured on such terms? It
is for you to determine. Sample bottle, 10
cents; regular size 75 cents. Sold by J.
O. Doesburg, No. 70, Eighth street, and
Wm. VanPutten, River street, Holland,
Mich.
OCHOUTEN, R. A. City Physician. Office at D.
O R. Meengs’ Drag Store, 8th Street.
TX7WLLKY, D. F. Physician. Office at resi-
yy dence, cor. 7th and Market St's. All calls
promptly attended to, day or night.
Photographer.
JJIGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer. Gal-
laddiort.
\7AUPELL, H., Manufacturer of and dealer in
V Harness, Tranks, Saddles and Whips;
Eighth street.
loviaf Kaohiaet.
IT ANTER8, A. M. Agent for Ottawa and Alle-
X\ gan Counties, for the “Howe Sewing Ma-
chine/' Dealers in needles and attachments.
Tobacco aid Cigars.
rpE ROLLER, G. J., General dealer in Tobacco,
1 Cigars, Snull, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
Watehoi sad Jewelry.
TOSLIN A BREYM AN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
'J and dealers In Fancy Goods ; Kenyon's Block
River Street.
Stowtfes.
X. 0. of 0. f.
HoLLAWDCity Lodge.No. 192, Indepondent Order
of Odd Fellows, holds its regnUr meetings at Odd
Fellows' Hail, Holland Mleh., on Tuesday Evening
’y^ALSHHEBER, Druggist A PbrnTnadstjafull
See advertisement. * 0888
furniture.
\f EVER, H. A CO., Dealers In all kinds of Far-
ivA nlture, Curtains.Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
ictnre Frames, etc.; River street.
N. W. Bacon, R. S.
R. A. Scuodtbn, N. G.
F. * A. X.
50,000 die annually by neglecting a
Cough, Cold or Croup, often leading to
Consumption and the grave. Why will
yon neglect so important a matter when
you can get at our store ShUoh't Consump-
tion Cure, with the assurance of a speedy
recovery. For soreness across the Chest
or Lungs or Lame Back or Side, Shiloh'g
Porous Plaster gives prompt relief. Sold
by J. O. Doesburg, No. 70, Eighth street
and Wm. Van Patten, River street, Hoi*
land, Mich.
Hackmbtack, a popular and fragrant
perfume. Sold by the above dealers.
The largest supply of bleached and un-
bleached Muslins in the county can be
found at
P. & A. 8TEKETEE.
A Regular Communication of Unity Lowe,
No. 191. F. A A. M.. will he held at Masonic Hall.
Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, July
23, at 7* o’clock, sharp. i
J. 8. Bcaxs, W. M.
O. B REYMAN, Sec's. '
FOR BALE.
nPHE following described Lota In the City of
1 Holland, I will sell at the following prices:
Lot 9, Block F. Lot 6, Bloek G, West Addltlonf 175
each; Lot 18, Block 8. Lot 6, Block 11, Booth Weat
Addition $m each. Lota 1, M. 4, 5 A 6 in Block
25, aa organized plat near the M. L. 8. depot at
$225 each, except Lota 1 A 2 which are $800 each.
Also* lota West of First avenue at $125 each. The
above will be eold for a email payment down. Also
the following Lota \ 10, ll, 1IJI, »nd 14. In Bloek
B, Lota 1, 4, 5 and Jin Block H. The above will






Wuhapoa Stt,, • • bad Sm, Hici,
First-Class Accommodations.
Although it is the fashion in English
government circles to deprecate further
territorial acquisitions, we observe that
England never gives up any territory, and
is not slow to take advantage of any cir-
cumstance by which more may be acquired.
The Transvaal republic which has solicited
American protection is a case in point.
Its story is not a long recital. The first
settlers of the Cape of Good Hope were
Dutch farmers, or boers, a word whose
root is preserved in the English word
boer, and In the word Bowery, which was
the first farm outside the old Dutch town
of New Amsterdam, or New York. The
Cape colony boers never have liked the
English, although they have been trans-
ferred back and forth to that nation more
than once. The emancipation of their
slaves by the English in 1838 drove many
of the boers out of the colony to the north.
The next European state north is Natal,
an English colony, but behind the Drach-
enherg range of mountains, the boers
sought refuge, and there they have found-
ed the Vnal republics, the southernmost of
which is the Orange Free State, and the
northernmost the Transvaal. The Vaal
river flows between the two and south-
ward, bounding two sides of the Orange
Free State, a third side of which is hound-
ed by the Orange river. Orange is the
oldest state, and for the first 20 years had
a desperate struggle for existence, between
the Kaffirs or natives on the one hand,
and the British power on the other both
of which made war on it. In 1854, how-
ever, the plucky Dutchmen compelled
England to recognize their independence,
since which time, the two republics have
increased rapidly in population and wealth.
The Orange Free State, it will be remem-
bered, made a wonderful exhibit at our
centennial, apprehending perhaps the need
of future assisstance from us in the way
of diplomacy. The diamond fields were
on the Vaal river, and were claimed by
both republics, but the miners set up a new
government over which Cape colony ulti-
mately claimed jurisdiction. The Orange
Free State is as large as Pennsylvania, the
Transvaal as large as Nebraska.
The best authority on South Africa is
Froude, the historian, who waa there in
1874, and again in 1875, and whose recent
“Short Studies” contains some notes on
his first journey. He was greatly im-
pressed with the old Dutch solidity of
Cape Town, now somewhat lacking re-
pair. One of the leading statesmen of
the colony, Mr. Solomon, was a dwarf
scarcely larger than Tom Thumb. At
Natal, the English colony on the east
coast, and all through the state of Natal,
Froude was shocked at the degeneracy of
the English colonist, a shiftless, idle, im-
pudent fellow, reminding him, he says, of
the mean white of our southern states.
There are only 18,000 whites and 400,000
natives, splended nuked fellows, who can
earn enough In a few weeks to support
them in idleness and polygamy the rest of
the year. Going up through the country,
Froude stopped at one tavern where it
was impossible to get a decent drink of
water. He demanded of the lazy inn-
keeper why he had not dug a well. "A
well!" retorted the indignant publican,
“who is to dig it, wheh the government
won't make the Kafifirs work?" Fronde
says these colonists are load at politics
and look to America as their Ideal, but
they haven't the staff that went to the
making of New England. “The grain of
the old oak is in New England; the ' En-
glish in South Africa are pulpy endo-
gens.”
As soon as he passed the Dracbenberg
range into the Orange Free State, all is
changed . Here are the sober, industrious,
pious Dutch Calvinists. Even the En
gllshman here is a different fellow, and
Fronde met an ex-army captain and baro
net, who had loet his health in India, and
who, after years of ease, bed plunged into
this wilderness, taken up 19,000 aeres of
land, built bis hut with his own hrfnds,
held his own plow, sheared his own lambs,
and Fronde found him seated at his table,
waiting on the white servants whom pro*,
perity had gathered aronnd him and who
sat at meat with him, as Gov. Chitten
den's used to, and as those of most Ver
mont farmers still do. “ So old Cato,"
says Fronde, “ dined 'with his serfs in
the farm kitchen." This Sir M. had
high opinion of his boer neighbors, which
was folly reciprocated. Here is Fronde’s
sketch of one of them:—
My old boer host on this occasion is a
patriarch of 60. His farm is large, well-
planted, and well-cultivated, and inside
his house and outside there is an appear-
ance of rude abundance. On bis hall
table stands a huge clamped Bible of 1750,
with a regUter of the family for 120 years.
His sons and daughters are married, and
live with their wives and husbands in
cottages on the estate at no great distance.
With each new family another 100 acres
have been fenced in and brought under
the plow. Children and grandchildren
dropped in for the evening meal at the
common table, young giants, handsome,
grave and ponderous, and bright-eyed
girls dashing through the doors out of the
storm, and flinging off their dripping
hoods. Our supper consisted of cold veni-
son, eggs, bread and1 Indian corn, with—
here, at any rate— fresh milk. The old
man said a long grace before and after. I
glanced at the youths. Their manners
were perfectly simple and reverent. My
bed was rough, but clean, and 1 was not
disturbed by intruders. In the morning
I was awoke by a psalm, with which the
day’s work always begins on a boer’s farm.
The breakfast was like the supper over-
night. The old lady and two young ones,
who alone appeared of the party of the
evening before, looked as stiff and prim
as if they had walked out of one of Van
Eyck’s pictures.
Froude found the Transvaal somewhat
more anarchic, yet the Volkraad, or Leg-
islature, was in session at Pretoria, the
capita], and self-government was in full
tide. The Dutch were highly indignant
at the seizure of the diamond territory,
which Froude repeatedly denounces, and
for which some money compensation has
since been made to the Orange Free State.
Froude regrets at every point that the En-
glish dominion at the Cape extends further
than the table-rock at Cape Town, and is
clearly of the opinion that the Dutch, not
the English, are the real hope of South
Africa. The difficult question is the old
one of the negro. Natal ii in a constant
panic, for fear of a negro rising. The
Dutch In the Transvaal have lately suf-
fered a reverse in their dealings with the
Kaffirs, and this is the immediate occasion
of the British intervention. But the Dutch
settlers are more competent than the En-
glish to deal with the negroes. In Natal,
the blacks vote, but there is no effort to
make intelligent voters of them, except
o “send them a few barrels of brandy.”
n the Langabalele case, an English gov-
ernor scandalously presided over a trial
under native jurisprudence, and the chief
of that name was condemned to death; at
one point in the history of the case, the
English who had gone into a conference
with this chief apparently unarmed, but
with arms concealed about them, took
right at some movement of the blacks,
and did not recover their self-possession
till they had killed 80!
Froude favors a system of self-govern-
ment with remote allegiance to the crown
for these colonies, but the Dutch want to
be independent. He would prefer to let
them go it alone, if they insist on it; else
he says England has got to undertake here
what she has undertaken in India. It is
evident from all this that England is in-
tending, that she U attempting to float her
feeble colony of Natal by compelling the
Dutch to take U on board. Deeply as we
may sympathize with the free Dutch, it is
dU&onlt to see what America with her
fixed policy of foreign non-intervention
can do for \hem.—8prinqfleld Republican.
An intoxicated German got on a Hudson
River train at Kinderhook to go to Troy ;
and the Budget o\ that city says: “He
throw his satchel down in a corner of the
car, took a seat, and waa soon asleep. On
awaking he said he had left his baggage
at Kinderhook, and asked the boy em-
ployed on the train what he should do to
recover it. The Utter, who had seen the
German place his aatchel in the cornor,
replied: “Yon give me thirty cents and
I'll telegraph to Kinderhook to have the
depot master forward it by telegraph to
Greenbosh. It will reach there before we
do." The German paid the thirty cents
and the boy departed, taking the satchel
into another car. On reaching Greenbnsh
the boy returned with the bag. “Ah,*
said the German, 'dot delegnff U vun
grate dings. Here, dake another quortcr,
mein poy."
The present Governor of Ohio, Mr.
Young, who obuined hU office when
Hayes went to Washington to figure as
President, is a Roman Catholic, and n
very good man, too, we believe. The Re-
publican Mayor of Cincinnati is also
noted for his pronounced Catholic sympa-
thies. These facts in themselves are of no
importance; but they contradict the com-
mon impression that Catholics generally






The H&rtford Courant advises tbo public that
it will be very foolisE' for any one wbo holds a
policy in tbe Charter Oak Life Insurance Com-
pany to sacrifloe it The lowest estimate yet
made by any one of the value of tbo insets of
the company puts them at #6,000,000. Even at
that a policy is worth saving, and as soon os a
receiver is appointed the necessity for making
payment ceases, and at some time each policy-
holder will receive his dividend on the present
value of the policy. . . .Forest tiros are raging in
the vicinity of Fort Fairfield. Vast areas 6f
timber-land are burned over, and many build-
ings destroyed. . . .Ex-Gov. Tilden sailed from
New York for Europe last week.
No little excitement has been caused in
Eastern sporting circles by the supposed poison-
ing of one Courtenay, who was engaged to row
a match with a Mr. Itiley, at Greenwood lake,
near New York city. Immense sums were
staked on the result, and just before the race
Courteney went to the hotel and drank a glass
of iood tea. In a short time he was on his
back and unable to row, and the question now
is whether his tea was poisoned by some backer
of the other side, or was itself too
cold for his system.... Peter H.. Penwell, an
old man of 67 years, has paid the extreme
penalty of the law at Elmira. N. Y., for the
murder of his wife in March last. He killed
her by chopping her to pieces with an ax, and
then attempted to take his own life, lacerating
his person in a frightful manner with a razor.
Penjvoll claims to have been insane at the
time of committing the deed, but, being poor
and friendless, ho was able to make out a
feeble defense in the courts.
A 8KBIOUB collision occurred on the Pennsyl-
vania railroad, near Pittsburgh, between an
express and mail train going in opposite direc-
tions. Four persons were killed outright and
eleven wounded, some of them quite seriously,
THE WEST.
Crop item from the Springfield (111.) lieg-
isUr: “Crops in Iowa wore never so good as
this season. It is said by persons who
have examined the matter in that State
that ‘Iowa will bo able to revictual the
world.’ This may bo true as to Iowa,
but Illinois crops were never so promising as
this season, and Illinois will not only be able
to revictual this world, but the world to come,
from the crops this year.”. ... A dispatch from
Walla Walla, Oregon, says the Indians have
massacred three men and one girl on Crow
Creek.... The Cheyenne and Deadwood stage
was again stopped by rood agents near Chey-
anne river, a few days ago. All the passen-
gers were relieved of their money and valu-
ables.
A dispatch of Hie 10th from San Francisco
says : “ Advices from the Indian front state
that thirty-flve Indians surrendered to-day.
They were made prisoners and were told that
they would be tried and that murderers of white
men and outragersof women must be punished.
Joseph did not surrender, as he proposed to do,
bpt instead started for the buffalo country with
the other hostile chiefs. The prisoners had
but two guns and no ammunition or supplies. A
general disintegration of the Indians is ex-
pected. Joseph is supposed to have gone to
Montana.” Ji
A Portland (Ore.) dispatch of the 20th states
that the regular cavalry and Lewiston volun-
teers came iu sight of Joseph’s band near the
Welser Camas ground. Tne savages fired upon
McConville’s scouts, constituting the advance
guard, killed two and wounded two, and came
near surrounding the whole party. The whole
force, regulars and volunteers; that had been
engaged in the pursuit thereupon beat an in-
glorious retreat, leaving the Indians masters
of the situation.... A gang of Mexican horse-
thieves recently made a raid into San Diego
county, Cal They were pursued and two of
the thieves killed. A number of citizens went
across the line to see about the matter, and
were arrested by tlio Mexicans. Grept excite-
ment was caused among the Americans at the
meat of Minister, to Russia.... The Mexican
Government having promised to put a stop to
t fWdiacrosa theW Grande, no f hrther |ltion
will he takegjTiy our (government for the pres-
ruwu itsjiromises, am '
ay invasion of *
United States forces.
„ euUlu the iiope tM|. the Mexican
will be able to fulflD s pr
vent an
a o , nd thus pre-
Mexican territory by the
outrage. At last accomrts they were arming,
and It looked as if the affair would become a
serious one.
Corn is beginning to arrive in Chicago iu
earnest. The receipts last week numbered
4,194 ca^ loads.. ‘..H. O. Stone, one of Chi-
cago’s oldest and most prominent citizens, is
dead. f
The workingmen of San Frauoiaoo, Cal.,
numbering about 10,000, held a meeting a few
evenings ago, wliich was orderly enough, but
some of the crowd attacked aud sot on fire a
building occupied by Chinese tenants, and
hindered the firemen from extinguishing the
flames, and thus destroyed the premises. In
their excitement, tp the number of BOO or 600,
they attempted to raid the Chinese 'quarter of
the citj, but wore repulsed aud kept at bay by
Advices from %^Black Itills report that the
Indians are becoming alarmingly numerous
•bout Spearflah, Crook $ity, apd other points,
and the citizens pf Deadwood were even be-i
coming alarmed at the close proximity of the
hair-raising devils. Boveral people had been
murdered iu Bpearfluh volley. ,
THE SOUTH.
A dastardly crime was recently perpetrated
near Worth villc, Ky. Rome miscreants bet tire
to the house of William Anderson, at an early
hour in the morning, while the family were
asleep. A daughter, M6 years old, awoke, came
to the front, door, opened it, and immediatelv
several shots were fired, eleven shots taking
effect ujwm the giM person, inflicting wounds
Th* Georgia Con sUtuUonal Convention, in
session at Atlanta, has adopted a “bill of
rights,’’ which, among other things conducive
to the public weal, provides that' there shall be
no imprisonment f on debt and no whipping for
crime. All raoes aro recognised as citizens,
and aro guaranteed protection in (heir rights.
POLITICAL.1
The Committee' on National Affairs in the
Now Hampshire Legislature Introduced major-
ity aud minority 'reports last week. The ma-
jority report set forth ’ that Hayes was elected
President by , the people, and w declared by the
Blectoral Cunmussiou. and that any movement
to reopen the question would be both mia-
chievMis and contrary to public interest, etc. :
the minority report recited the withdrawal of
troops from South Carolina and Louisiana, and
approved the President’s course, etc. The ma-
jority report was adopted. t| T(i-j . (
WASHINGTON.
A Washington telegram says “it is stated
upon high official authority that, before taking
any steps toward a recognition of the Diaz
Government, the United States Government
will await the promised reparation for actual
invasion and conflict by tne Mexican troops
upon the soil of the United States.’’
Bayard Taylor has
President Hates will attend the opening of
the Louisville Industrial Exposition on Sept,
17th.
GENERAL.
Dispatches of the 18th from Martinsburg,
Grafton, and other points along the Baltimore
and Ohio railroad in West Virginia, announce
the striking firemen and brakoraen in quiet but
determined possession of the company s prop-
erty. At Martinsburg the strikers numbered
over 600. At the Baud House station,
a little further west, 450 or 500
strikers had fortified themselves. At
Keyser the strikers, several-, hundred
in number, received kfonnation that a com-
pany of militia would probably roach that place
on the train east for Martinsburg, and resolved
that if this company attempted to board any
train they would be tern to pieces. At Grafton
there was a mob of several hundred, who
threatened death to any ono that attempted to
run a train out of the place. Tins was the
alarming aspect of affairs when Gov. Matthews,
of West Virgmia, telegraphed to President Hayes
that he was unable to quell the disturbance
with the force at his command, and requesting
that Unites Stated troops be placed at nis dis-
posal to put down the mob. The President
thereupon issued a formidable proclamation, in
the usual form, comm&ndiug the rioters to
“disperse and retire peaceably to their re-
spective abodes," etc. An. order was also is-
sued from the War Department directing two
companies of infantry and one of artillery, un-
der command of Gen. French, to proceed im-
mediately to Gov. Matthews’ assistance.
A Pittsburgh dispatch of the 19th says :
“ All brakemen and conductors on outgoing
freight trains east on the Pennsylvania railroad
struck here this morning, and prevented others
from taking their places. A new order of the
company doubling up trains and dispensing
with one-half of tne employes was the occasion
of the strike. Congregating to the number of
several hundred at the outer depot, the strikers
stopped all freight trains and compelled en-
gineers and firemen to abandon their posts.
All the freight employes of the Pan-Handle,
Pittsburgh aud Counellsvilie branch of the Balti-
more and Ohio and Allegheny Valley branch of
the Pennsylvania railroad struck ai 8 p. m. No
freights aro leaving the city except on the Fort
Wayne and Chicago. The engineers of the
Pennsylvania railroad and branches held a
meeting aud unanimously resolved to strike."
... .A telegram of the 19th from Martinsburg
states that the arrival of the military and the
arrest of the ringleaders of tho strikers had
produced a favorable effect, most of the strik-
ers having retired to their homes. At Grafton
aud other points along the Baltimore and Ohio
road tho stalkers wore still holding out.
Burned : Almost the entire business portion
of Owensboro, Ky., loss #50,000,000; the shoe
manufactory of T. A. Coolidge, at West Marl-
boro, Mass., loss #100,000 ; a match factory
and shoe-blacking factory, on Fourth
street, Philadelphia, Pa., loss 640,000....
Robberies: The house of David Garveg, at
Brandywine Springs, Del., of 811,000 in United
States bonds, #100 in cash, and valuable jewel-
ry; the People’s Bank, of Newport, Pa., of
85,000 in money and 81,500 iu bonds;
the First National Bank, of Canandaigua,
N. Y., of 817,000 worth of stocks aud bonds ;
the coach from Deadwood City to Cheyenne
was stoppl'd by highwaymen at three different
jxrfnts in tho region of tho Cheyenne river, on
the night of July 18, aud when the passengers
got through running the gautlet they found
themselves minus money, arms, blankets, in
fact, everything but their clothes.
The status of the great strike of railway em-
ployes ou tho 20th, briefly stated, was about as
follows : The only trains that were being run
on the Baltimore and Ohio road in West Vir-
ginia were under guard of United States
soldiers. There had been no collision between
the strikers and troops, the blue coats being
held in the highest esteem. Gen. French, at
Maitfnsburg. issued an order warning the
strikers that the troops must uot be im-
peded, and that whoever undertook it
would do so at their owu peril. The
strike had extended asfarWestasNewark.Ohio,
and, the Sheriff of tbo county read the riot act
and made a demand upon Gov. Young for mili-
tary assistance. Tho strike on the Pennsyl-
vania road had increased to formidable dimen-
sions, and there was tlio most intense excite-
ment at Pittsburgh. Between that city and
East Liberty the road was literally blockaded
with freight trains, heavily laden with goods
for all parts of tho East and West. The Lieu-
tenant Governor of Pennsylvania (Gov. Hart-
rauft
a
tended to the Erie railway, the men quietly
quitting tho trains as fast as they reached
Hornellstiilo, N. Y. The Fifty-fourth regi-
ment of State militia was ordered to proceed
from Rochester to HornellsviDe, aud tho
Seventy-Fourth was ordered under arms at Buf-
falo. The strike on tho Baltimore and Ohio
road extended into Maryland, and at Cumber-
liynd all the trains wore stopped, and a complete
embargo placed upon traffic. The police arrested
a man named Rouch. A large crowd attempt-
ed his rescue, and several shots were fired oy
the officers, but no one was hurt. Several
buildings were set on fire in the town, aud tho
depot telegraph office was gutted by the riot-
ers. A tram bringing a detachment of militia
to Cumberland was fired upon, and one of the
train-men wounded. The violence and law-
lossitsss having been brought to the knowledge
of tho Governor of Maryland, ho issued a
proclamation warning tho strikers to de-
sist from acts of lawlessness, and at
once ordered the Fifth Mid Sixth regiments of
the Maryland National Guard to proceed to tho
scene df thedistrarbAboefc' As tho Sixth regi-
ment was proceeding ou its way to the depot, in
Balhmpre, it WM; Burned and fired into by a
Crowd 6f runghft ifl Baltimoro street. Several
of tbe militia were knocked senseless by itoues,
and a volley was fired into tho rioters, killing
one man. This only Served to Incense the riot-
ers still further and augment their numbers.
The regiment continued its march to the depot
amid a perfect storm of stones, brickbats,
aud an occasional pistol-shot. Whenever tho
rioters at Pittsburgh fix its value at about
#10,000,000. .
THE I-URKO-RUS^IlN WAR.
At Ibr&il , eorrespondentitelegraphs that the
Tuftioh position at Mediate was attacked by
Gen. Zimmerman’s army. The Turks, number-
ing 9,000, apted very badly. After a short re-
astance they precipitately retreated, and then-
retreat was turned into a complete rout
Dispatches from Bucharest of the 20th an-
nounce that; the Ritsliais ba4, completely w-
rounded RustcnUk, that a column of 50,000 wis
marching on Widdin. aud that those two places,
together with Shumla, would be besieged with
infantry. . . . Abdnl Kerim, Generalissimo of the
Turkish array, ha* been dismissed, and Mo-
hemet Ali appointed to succeed finu. Mehemot
Ali is a Prussian, whoso real name is Schultz.
He has shown himself capable as a division
commander in Montenegro and elsewhere ____ A
Constantinople dispatch states tlat a large sec-
tion there believes that Mahmoud, Reoif and
Abdul Kerim have sold tlio country to Russia,
and that tho transaction was negotiated by
Abraham Pasha.... Tnero was very little news
from the Russian force that had penetrated
cavalry
Bashi-Bazouks. Tlio main body of the Rus-
sians, it was believed, would advance
by another route by way of Selimno ____
Moukhtar Pasha telegraphs from Khrs that the
revictualing and reorganization of tho Kara
garrison is now complete.
A dispatch of the 21st from tho seat of war
on the Danube says : “The formidable char-
actor of the Russian advance acrosi tho Balkans
was realized to-day, when it was learned iiiat
40, 000 men had already gone through the
Hainkai pass, and that artillery was on the
way. Whether or not the position of the Rus-
sians is critical in exposing themselves to at-
tack in front and rear, it certainly
has produced a striking moral effect.
The rapid and unexpected movement by
which tne invaders nave forced the his-
toric line of defense and placed themselves
within the strongest outfort of tho Turk-
ish capital, has uot failed to produce a dis-
turbing effect ou the Turks, as is shown by the
changes in the minstry.”. . . .On account of the
inefficiency of the work accomplished by the
Turkish fleet in tho Black sea. Hobart Pasha
has been sent, with two additional iron-clads,
to take command of it. His orders are to bom-
bard and destroy every available town on the
Russian coast.
At no time since the commencement of hos-
tilities has tho European situation appeared so
threatening as now. The movement of English
troops, ostensibly for tho reinforcement of
Gibraltar and Malta, but in reality with tho
purpose of occupying Gallipoli and obtaining
tbe control of the Dardanelles, is regarded
abroad as certain to be followed by an outright
declaration of war against Russia. Austria
is said to be greatly pleased at tho
proposed occupation of Gallipoli, and the prob-
ability of an alliance with England is enhanced.
British interests are likely yet to play an im-
portant part in the Eastern war.
The Russian rtxaimoisauce upon Plevna dis-
covered between 30,000 and 40,000 Turks, who
intended to threaten the Russian communica-
tions. Grand Duke Nicholas hastily concen-
trated a superior force and routed them ____
Tho Porto's circular charging tho Bulgarians
and Russians with massacreing Mussulman in-
habitant* gives the names of various Mussul-
man villages in which the Rissians massacred
almost all the inhabitants. The circular claims
that only one survivor is behoved to have es-
caped of 1,700 inhabitants of the Mussulman
village of B&lovan.
GENERAL FOREIGN NEWS.
Paris dispatches state that An active alliance
between Italy and Russia will be effected, in
case Austria should interfere in the present
war.
In the British House of Commons, O'Connor
Power’s motion in favor of the release of the
Fenian prisoners was rejected— 230 to 77 ____
The Town Council of Glasgow has formally
agreed to ask Gen. Grant to accept tho free-
dom of tho city.
A Jassy telegram states that the rinderpest
has appeared among tho cattle of 'tlio Russian
army, and has already made a great havoc.
crowd pressed loo dose, they were fired into,
and thus a kind of running fight was kept up
all the way to Camden station. The net result*
.of this battle, which caused an excitement in
Baltimore almost equal to that of the 1861
riots, was ten rioters killed and a large num-
ber wounded ; one 1 Captain, two Lieutenants,
two Berffoants, apd (wo privates of the military
wounded, none ox them, however, danger-
ohsly.
An investigation into the allegations of cow-
ardice and neglect of Col Perry, who was lately
charged with refusing to rescue a band of citi-
zens attacked byNozPerces Indiana within a
short distance of him, prove* the whole yafn
to have been a He. It was originated by one
Orrin Morrill, who Hlunk behind the fortifica-
tion* at Cottonwood and hid himself until the
fight was over.:.. A building firm in Man-
chester, England, has authorized an ageut in
Now York to send them 200 or 300 good car-
penters. Steady employment at pence an
hour is guaranteed.
More recent estimates concerning the
A Russian Hail-Storm.
A correspondent of the London Times
describes a terrible Inul-storm which
swept over Tiflis a short time ago. The
first indication of had weather was the
approach of a thunder-storm, wliich was
followed by a deep gloom, as a black
moss of clond was seen approaching the
town from the southwest. A grateful
puff of air became in the course of a few
seconds a violent squall, and soon the air
was full of hailstones two inches in di-
ameter, and weighing an ounce. The
hailstones fell in thousands, being driven
by tho wind with the velocity of a snow-
ball thrown by an able-bodied school-
boy. • They were composed of hard ice
iu concentric layers, alternating with a
white and less transparent ice, and a
crystalline structure consisting of radial
spiculie. Houses exposed to the south-
west suffered the most, tho windows rat-
tled to the music of the hail, and one
crash after another announced their fates
in succession. In one case a clean hole
was made in a pane oi glass as if it had
been pierced by a bullet. The bom-
bardment lasted *for five dr ten minutes,
and then min began to fall in torrents.
The Devil to Pay.
This phrase, doubtless, originated in a
printing office on some Saturday night’s
settlement of weekly wages. “John,”
says the, publisher to the bookkeeper,
41 how stands the cash account ?” 4 4 Small
balanw on Mfid, mL” “Let’s see,”
wjoinfi|fltJA^li#^| l‘how far that
will go toward satisfying the hands.”
John began to figure arithmeticnllj’; so
much due to Potkins, so much toTypus,
so much to Grabble, and po on, through
h dozen dittos. The publisher stands
commercial notes.*i _ ; — m —
The exportation of American ingot
copper to England'is gradually increas-
• tJe big crop'of strawberries and the
fine yield of early vegetables, with good
prices, has relieved the stringency of the
times in New Jersey.
One steamship recently took out fromNew for Liverpool more than 10,-
000 packages of butter, the largest ship-
ment ever made from tho United States.
The Burlington glass works, at Ham-
ilton, Can., have been closed on account
of the competition from the United
States, and there is now a free field for
American glassware in Canada.
The foreign arrivals of steamers at
Boston this year so far are eighty-eight, .
against sixty-seven last year, and the'
imports are nearly $25,000,000, against
$18,750,000 last year, an increase of one-
third
None of the twenty-one mutual insur-
ance companies in New Hampshire paid
expenses last year. All the profit of the,
insurance business was earned off by!
the sixty-six outside companies, who re-
ceived $544,548 gross premiums and paid
$381,351 losses.
The yearly review of trade issued by
the British Customs Commissioners
shows that the United States has re-
sumed its position of being the chief
source of the cotton supply, much to the
detriment of India, which sent 965,000
cwt. less in 1876 than in 1875.
The San Francisco mint has reopened
aud is engaged in coining trade dollars,
a large amount of bullion having been
deposited for that purpose. The supply
of trade dollars has Wen exhausted by
the export to China, and the demand tor
them remains active.
A careful statistician, Mr. W. E. S.
Baker, declares in the Iroji Age that the
present production of iron is in excess of
the demand, and that the prices obtained
are below cost. The decrease in produc-
tion that would remedy this state of
affairs cannot be brought about by any
concert between the manufacturers. The
Iron Age thinks the Sheriff will be one
upon whom the application of the remedy
will fall.
The following statement shows the
shipments from the iron-producing dis-
tricts of Lake Superior for the senseto,
together with those of a corresponding
period last year:
187r.. 1H77.
From Escaualta ................. Iir2,144 154,444
From Marquette ................ 122,002 182,38(5
From L'Anse .................... 15,964 24,885
Total ....................... 240,110 361, «G5
There is an increase this year over last
of 121,555 gross tons.
Thus far in 1877, $5,585,675 worth of
fresh meat has been exported from this
country to Europe, including 5,000 head
of live sheep and 6,210 head of cattle.
This branch of our export trade, which
a year ago commenced as an experiment,
is rapidly growing. The total fresh meat
and cattle exports last year amounted to
$1,855,191; this year they will probably
reach $10,000,000. England and Scot-
land aro the most liberal purchasers.
In the three months just passed the
increase in the aggregate liabilities over
those of the corresponding quarter, ot
1876 was $1,300,000. This is directly
attributable to the collapse in the mining-
stock market at San \ Francisco. The
failures there in the last quarter were
$4,825,816, or $3,000,000 more than all
the failures of the first half of 1876.
New England makes a showing that in-
dicates tho beginning for it of better
days. Taking the semi-annual periods,
its failures have decreased' from $24,-
255,902 in 1876 to $12,657,680 in 1877.
The South shows an equal percentage of
gain, its failures having decreased from
$10,870,162 to $5, 725, 5(H). The Western
and Northwestern States have reached a
stationary point, while the Pacific Slates
and Temtories have nearly quadrupled
their losses, the figures being $2,462,b30
in 1876 and $8,386,724 iu 1877.
vise. This was repeated a
but to no purpose, each







a mile, and past the bridge, when one
threw his pike-pole away and the other
followed suit, and now neither had even
a balancing-pole, and the contest grew
sharper than ever. The log was whirled
one way, stopped suddenly, then whirled
the other, and at times the direotioii of
its roll would be changed so suddenly
that it was difficult for the eye to follow
its course, and so evenly matched were
the men (they were the Wheeler broth-
ers) that we doubt if either would have
proved the victor, but the log floated
under the boom of a vessel, and, while
whirling, struck, and one went iu, while
the othor. caught in the rigging of the
vessel and saved himself.
Railway Construction.
An interesting article on railway con-
struction in the first half of 1877 ap-
pears in the Railway Age. In most
cases the length ot the track actually
laid to July 1 is given. Following is a
summary of the construction in twenty-
three States and one Territory:
of raihoad property destroyed by the living.”
A Sad Case.
The Washington Star of a recent date
says : 44 There was an application made
yesterday for employment m the Govern-
ment prmtingjOilico by a lady who had
fiatffifcaagfc!
guages. Superintendent Defrees, some-
what embarrassed by the application,
tokl the lady that he had no work to his
oflico' befltting one of her attainments,
when, with tears in her eyes, she said
she would be willing to do any menial
service, even if it "were scrubbing the
floors, so that she might earn an honest
MUca.
In 1873 .............. 4.195
In 1874 .............. 1,911
Expertoess of Michigan Log Rollers.
The wonderful skill and agility of the
lumbermen who ran logs aud rafts down
the rivers of Michigan has longjBeen
viewed with surprise. At Manistee, a
short .time ago, tnere was a log-rolling
contest, wliich is thus ‘described by the
Times and Standard :
The contestants were each prodded
with a smooth pine log about sixteen
Tffggarfly mametar, uufl'R puirtrith a
spike and hook at one end. They also
wore log-drivers’ boots, with spikes about
one-half inch long set in the bottom.
The contest took place in the Manistee
river, where there is^ current of about
three miles an hour, and long before' the
hour the banks were lined by thousands
of spectators anxious to witness the per-
formance.
At a given signal they appeared on
the bank, coatless, and with a sash
around the waist, and each stepped upon
his log, and With his pole shoved off into
the current They whirled the dogs
around, stood on one foot, sat down,
kneeled down, lai^ down, rolled over on
the log, drank lying down, drank lying
on their backs, and, in short, did tqore
thftri most people can do on the solid
aghast “There is not money enougfr ....... .. —
by a jug full” “ No, sir; and besides Finally onfljiUtopfld up onto tbe log
there is the devil to pay 1” with the oth« Trad' uwiberately sent his
log whirling to the other side of tiie
river with his pike-jpole, and now com-
menced the strife in earnest To roll
the other oil' the log, one would set the
log whirling like the shaft of a mill-
wheel until the water was covered with
foam from the whirl, when of a sudden
he would stamp liis spikes into the log
and stop it so that it would appear as
solid as the eternal rocks ; it would not
even tremble. Then he would start
rolling in the other direction until the
waters would be whirled into foam again,
and both men would be running at the
top of their speed to keep on top of the
log, when in would go ths spikes and the





Considering the financial condition of
the country, and the general distrust of
railwav investments, the Railway Age
regards this showing as somewhat re-
markable, especially as it excels the total
for the first six months of any year since
1873. A comparison upon this ground
stands about as follows:
Milt*.
First wix monUis of 1877 .................... 705X
First six uonthB of 1876 ..................... 680
First six months of 1875 ..................... 400
First nix months of 1874 ..................... 650
First six months of 1878 ..................... 1,400
In every year noted the track-laying
in the first six months has amounted to
only from one-third to one-fifth of the
new mileage for the entire year, and if
this rule continues to prevail the railway
building in 1877 may reach 3,000 miles
or more. According to Poor’s 4 4 Manual, ”
the number of miles of new road opened
was : ..z
Milts.
In 1875 .............. 1,919
In 1876..... ......... 2,856
Wool.
The wool clip of the United States for
1876 was about 200,000,000 pounds ; of
England, Ireland and Scotland, about
162.000.000, mostly combing; of tlio
continent of Europe, about 463,000,000 ;
of Australasia, about 350,000,000; of
Buenos Avres and River La Plata, fabout
207.000.000 pounds. These are the
principal wool-growing countries of the
world, and produce 1,382,000,000 out of
the estimated 1,419,000,000 produced on
the entire globe. 0 The selling value of
the total chp would probably aggregate
$450,000,000. Out of 1,419,000,000
pounds of wool (the estimated clip),
there would be fully a loss of 567,000,-
000 pounds in scouring, making the net




BfcEVKS ............................ 9 06 @13 25
Hoos .............................. 6 00 «t, 7 25
Cotton ............................ 12q@ 12\'
Floub— SuDfrflDt^gcatcrn ........ 5 50 @5 75
Wheat— No. 2 1 50 <d 1 54
Corn— Western Mixed ......... .... 59 «$ 62
Oatb— Western Mixed ...... ........ 30 @ 57
Rte— Western .......... .' ........ .. 75 @ 78
Pork— Mess ....................... 14 SO ($14:40
Lard .............................. 9#
CHICAGO.
Beetes— Choice Graded Steers.... 6 25 @ 6 50
Choice NaUve*.... !..<• 5 50 @,6 DO
Cows and Heifers ........ 2 75 @4 60
Gbod Second-class Steers 4 00 ($4 60
Medium to Fair .......... 4 75 ($ 6 25
Hons— Live ..... ...... * 90 @ 5 20
Flour— Fancy White Winter.. . .. . . 9 ou 9 50
Good to Choice, Spring Er. 7 50 @ 8 00
Wheat— No, 2 Spring..,, .......... 1 40 «a 1 41
No. 3 Spring .............. 1 18 ($4 19
Corn— No. 2 ........ ...... 47 (£ 48
Oats— No. 2 ..... ,,••••;/ ........... 28 ($ 30
Ryk-No. 2 ..... .... .V. t.;... ..... 55 (A 60
Barley— No. 2 ........... .
Butter— Choice Creamery .
Eoos— Fresh...’ .................... 11 (fj) 12
Pork— Mess ........................ 13 25 (*13 40
Lard .............................. • 9
MILWAUKEE.
Wheat— No.l ............. 1 43 1 44
No. 2 ..................... 1 35 @1 36
Corn— No. 2. . ........ . ............. IT ($ 48
Oats— No. 2 ....................... 31 @ 32
An— No. 1 ....... . ................ 65 @ 67
Barley— No. 2 .................... 67 (• 69
8T. LOUIS.
Wheat— No. 2 Red Fall ....... .‘I .. . 1 40 @ 1 42
Corn-No. 2 Mixed ................ 45 <a> 46
Oato-No. 2 .................. .... 30 (a 31
RYE. .............. 50 @ 58
Pork— Mesa.,., ............... ,...43 25 @13 36
Lard ................... .......... 8*$/ 9*
Hogs........ ............. ..... ’ ... 4 75
Cattls.' ..... ..... '..... l.‘ ...... 4 00
CINCINNATI.
WfflfiAT — Bed. ........ ;... 1 25 35
Corn.... ........ . ..... ............ 47 @ 48
Oats..... ......... .. ............ ... 34 @ 40 .
Rye ............................... 65 @ 6T J
Fork— Mesa ........................ 18 95 @1* 05 *
Lard.... ........ ...... ............. 8K@ 10*
TOLEDO.
Wheat— No. 2 Red Winter ......... 1 42 @ 1 44
Amber Michigan.... t : ..... 1 43*<Si 1 44*
Corn ..... : ........ ....... 82 @ 55
Oats— NO. 2. ....................... 85 @ 40
DETROIT.
Flour— Medium ........ .4. ....... 8 00 @,8 50
Wheat-No. 1 ........ .. ....... ...... 1 79 1 81
Cork— No. 1 ................ . ...... 62 @ 64
OATS-Mixed .................... 38 @ 39
Rye ....... ............ ... ......... 65 @ 75
Pork-Mcss ........................ 14 25 @14 60
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
Hogs— Yorkers ..... . .............. 5 25 @ 6 40
Philadelphia*.... ............ 6 15 @ 6 35
Cattle— Best ...................... 6 25 @ 6 65
Medium .................. 6 25 @ 5 75
SHZjEF .............................. 4 00 @500
r 4 1 li
Total. | j
Alabama .................... 1 1 '4
California ................... 5 153 6 164
2 39 39
Connecticut., ............... 1 r, 5
Florida ...................... 1 16 16
Illinois ...................... 1 20 20
Indiana ................... 1 4 4
Iowa ........................ 1 1 7
Kentucky .................... 2 11 f> 17
I 3 3
Michigan .................... 1 14 14
Missouri .................... 1 18 18
New York ................... 3 25 25
New Jersey .................. 0 10* 40 60*
Ohio ....................... 6 63* 63*
Pennsylvania ................ 8 8
Rhode Island .............. 1 1 1
South Carolina .............. 1 19 19
Tennessee ....... : 20 27 V
Texas ..................... . 12 49 «9* 13«*
Vermont ..................... 2 33
1 10 10
Wisconsin .................. 2 12 3 15
Washington Territory ...... ; 1 15 15
Total .................... 54 422 \ ‘283 705*
THE RAILROAD WAR
Conflict Between the Militia
and Strikers at Pitts- .
burgh,
Frightful Scenes of Violence and
Bloodshed.
Vast Destruction of Valuable Railroad
Property— Nearly Fifty
People Killed.
The great railway strike had a most tragic
culmination at Pittsburgh, Pa., on Saturday,
July 21, an attack on the military sent from
Philadelphia resulting in the killing and wound-
ing of a large ' number of persons, many of
them being innocent parties. From the volu-
minous accounts of the affair telegraphed to
the daily press we glean the following particu-
lars : Eighteen car-loads of military arrived in
Pittsburgh at 1 p. in., and soon after went to
the crossing of the Pennsylvania rail-
road at Twenty-eighth street, where
the ronnd-honse is located. The
home militia was then on hand and there was
not the slightest disorder. After the military
had been placed in charge Sheriff Fife came on
the scene with a posse of fifty men to arrest the
ringleaders. The Black Hussars, of Philadel-
phia, were ordered to move the crowd from in
front of the Sheriff, and the trouble then be-
gan. The Fourteenth regiment, of Pittsburgh,
was guarding the battery, and as the Sheriff
advanced a volley of stones fell into the ranks.
The order to fire was now given, and the Black
Hnssars began firing into the crowd of people
on the hillside instead of at the men in front of
them. The shots were returned from the hill-
side, and several volleys followed.
Fourteen men were killed and sixteen wound-
ed. many of them innocent parties. The home
militia did not lire a gun. but dropped on their
faces, and when they arose the crowd had be-
come panic-stricken and were fleeing. Two
voUevs are said to have been tired after the re-
treating people bv the Philadelphia soldiers,
one of whom was killed. Two members of the
home military were killed, and one child was
killed and two injured. It is claimed that the
shooting was unjustifiable, and the members
of the Fourteenth Pittsburgh regiment laid
down their arms and returned to the dty.
There was intense excitement over what was
regarded by the strikers and their sympathizers
as a cruel and needless slaughter of innocent
people, and by 8 o’clock in the evening a fear-
ful mob, numbering from 8,000 to 10,000, had
assembled'in the vicinity of the round-house,
in which the 400 Philadelphia militia had taken
refuge. A portion of the mob returned to the
central part of the city, raided several gun-
shops, gutted them of their arms and ammuni-
tion. and returned to the round-house.
TTiey passed down Fifth avenue, headed
by ’life and dram, yelling, hooting and
firing off guns, and creating the wildest
excitement. At a later hour another mob vis-
ited the Great Western Gun Works and threat-
ened to clean it out. They wanted arms to re-
venge the death of the citizens of the city.
The police offered resistance, but it was consid-
ered to be useless, and guns, pistols, etc., were
furnished. The mob then broke into the arm-
ory and stole Knapp’s battery. Gallinger’s
pawn-shop was next visited and gutted, and
$300 worth of guns, etc., stolen. Brown’s ex-
tensive establishment on Wood street was next
visited by 3,000 of the mob, and every gun and
shooting-iron available carried off.
Two or three thousand of the mob were by
men who claim to have been interrupted by
foreign intervention while fighting for their
rights.
But to return to the siege of the round-
house. The mob, at about 8 o’clock in the
evening, commenced firing into the building.
The militiamen returned the fire with fatal
offeotr. At each volley from the besieged build-
ing some of the rioters fell, and a scream of
rage wept up, and the anger of the crowd
knew no bounds. A constant f usilade was kept
up between the militia and a portion of the
strikers until far into the small hours of the
morning.
The main efforts of the crowd, however, from
midnight Saturday until 5 o’clock Sunday
morning, were directed to firing 'he buildings
and cars, but about half an hour later the mob
which had been besieging the military left for
some unexplained reason. Tliis afforded the
troops, who were in actual danger of being
roasted alive, an opportunity to emerge from
the building, and they succeeded in reaching
Liberty street in a very few moments. They
quietly formed in line and marched up to
Thirty-third street, and thence to Pennsylvania
avenue and Butler street Their objective
point was the United States arsenal on Butler
street, where they expected to obtain
shelter. While turning into Butler street,
however, the leaders of the mob had discov-
ered their retreat, and fully 1,000 men, fully
armed and supplied with ammunition, fol-
lowed in pursuit. Some of the troops fired
at the citizens, either accidentally or intention-
ally, as they moved along, and this added fury
to the cry for revenge. When they reached
the arsenal the commandant refused to admit
them. He said ho had but ten men. and
would be powerless to hold the place if the
mob should attack it. He consented to take
care of the wonnded, and they were according
Iv carried into the hospitals. The main body
of the troops continued their march out Butler
street, a fusilade being kept up on them by the
mob as thev moved forward. Tbe shots fired
killed one of the soldiers before they reached
the arsenal, and nearly opposite the cemetery
gate, fully a mile above the arsenal, two others
were killed and were left lying on the sidewalk.
At Buffalo and other points in New York the
firemen and brakemeu on the Lake Shore road
struck, and all freight traffic was stopped. The
-'‘V‘ *
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They continued their flight and crossed over to
the north side of the Alleghany river, on the
Sharpsburg bridge, the mob following them as
rapidly as possible. After reaching the north
side the troops scattered, and in this way the
mob was divided into very small bodies.
One man of the mob followed the Philadel-
phians, took the gnu of one of them, and,
keeping up the trail, shot and killed seven men.
It is said thirteen of the militiamen were
killed during the retreat.
In the meantime the city was in a state of
anarchy. Thousands who had not joined in
the pursuit of the Hoeing troops gathered about
the Darning buildings and trains, and assisted
in spreading the flames wherever they had not
been applied. Bv 7 o’clock p. m. the fire had
extended from Milevale station to Twentieth
street, and enveloped hundreds of cars, 125
locomotives, the extensive machine shops, two
round-houses, the depots and offices of the
Union Transfer Company, blacksmith shops,
store-houses, and numerous buildings making
up the terminal facilities of this mammoth cor-
poration.
The torch was applied to the largo Union De-
pot, and the building reduced to ashes. All
the Pan-Handle trains in the yard and depot
buildings, together with the bridge over Wash-
ington street, and the immense eleva-
tor at the Union Depot, were next fired, and
were soon a mass of ashes. There were no
fire engines, no ]X)lice, and no military to inter-
fere and prevent this terrible work of destruction.
The mob was in undisputed possession of
everything, no one daring to interpose even a
remonstrance, and quickly and thoroughly was
the work of desolation planned and executed.
The total destruction of the property of the
Pennsylvania railroad and freight left in its
charge, and also that of the Pan-Handle rail-
road, including "the 125 locomotives, cannot be
less than $8,000,000. A low estimate of the
Governor of New York issued a proclamation
warning strikers against acts of violence, and
calling upon all good citizens to aid in suppress-
ing disorder. Several regiments of New York
militia were called ofit and dispatched to Buf-
falo, Hornellsvillo, and other threatened points.
Incendiary strikers burned a train of thirty-five
oil cars near Baltimore.
The dispatches on the morning of the 24th
give the following in regard 4o the great rail-
way war : The strike had extended to St
Louis, involving the freight trains of the Ohio
and Mississippi, the Vanaalia, the Chicago and
Alton and other lines centering at East St
Louis. The Union Pacific was saved from a
threatened strike by a reconsideration of the
order reducing wages. At Baltimore
everything was quiet, and no more
trouble anticipated : 2,000 soldiers
were under arms, and 1,000 police-
men were patrolling the streets. There
was some disorder at Philadelphia ; the strikers
burned an oil train on the Pemisylvauia road,
near South street bridge. A party of strikere
stopped a train containing a bodv of militia
near Buffalo, entered the cars and succeeded
in forcing from some of the soldiers their
muskets, when a general fight ensued. One of
the strikers was killed, and several wounded on
both sides, including the commander of the
ffiilitia. The soldiers finally abandoned
their arms to the mob 'and fled.A second collision occurred between
a^out 2,000 strikers and 200 soldiers who were
guarding the LaKb Shore round-house. The
militia were forced to abandon the building
and beat a hasty retreat, amid a pelting shower
of stones. The brakemen and firemen on the
Northern Central railroad of New York, and on
the Susquehanna division of the Erie road, had
joined in the strike. The employes of the New
York Central road had demanded a general in-
crease of 25 per cent, on their wages. The
strikers on the Lebanon Valley road, between
Reading and Harrisburg, Pa., were burning
bridges and cars and tearing up the rails.
The fine bridge across the Schuylkill,
costing $150,000, was destroyed. The Fourth
regiment of Pennsylvania militia fired upon a
mob that was tearing up the track at Reading,
killing four and wounding several others. At
Harrisburg, an armed moo took possession of
the Western Union Telegraph office, and drove
out the operators. Subsequently the Sheriff,
at the head of 1,100 citizens, reinstated the
operators, promised them protection, and
communication was restored. The strikers
at Colnmbus, Ohio, visited many of the largo
factories and compelled the employes to sus-
pend work and join them. The entire mob.
numbering about 2,000, then marched to the
Union Depot and placed an embargo upon
traffic on all through lines. At Zanesville,
large crowds of strikers aiid idle workmen
marched to the different manufacturing places
in the city, compelling the men to cease
work. About fifty factories were
thus rendered idle. The mob also compelled
the owners of tne street railway to haul off the
street cars. At Indianapolis the strike had
assumed formidable projiortions, but no vio-
lence was being committed. The trackmen
employed at the Michigan Central depot, in
Chicago, quit work, and there were fears of a
general strike. As a precautionary measure all
the gun stores in the city were emptied of their
contents and the arms stored in places of safety.
The dispatches of the 25th' note no material
change in the general situation of the great
railroad strike, except that it continued to
spread in ft very direction. The striking fever
broke out in Chicago in a most virulent form,
the employes of nearly all the roads ceasing
work simultaneously. The strikers formed in
procession and marched through the city, in-
ducing workmen generally to join them. They
visited many of the lumber-yards, brick-yards,
planing-millB, shoe-factories, and other industri-
al establishments, compelling the operatives to
init work and join the procession. A party of
Annual Report of Insurance Commis-
sioner 8. H. Row.
Part II. of the Sixth Annual Report of State
Insurance Commissioner 8. H. Row, covering
the year 1876, has just been issued. Among
the miscellaneons facts reported are the fol-
lowing : The Metropolitan Life Insurance
Company and the Provident Savings Life As-
surance Company, both of New York, with-
drew their business from this State at the
close of the year. The former has 179
policies in force in Michigan, and the latter
none.
An examination of the Life Association of
America at St Louis, Mo., was made in March
last, in which Commissioner Row took part.
This company was found deficient on the basis
This, with the “hard times," accounts for al-
most the entire falling off from 1875 to 1876, as
the life-insurance tax dropped between the two
years $25,770.
MKOFOLIS.
The Story ot Its Capture by the Russians-
Terrific Fighting on Both hides.
The following account of the desperate
assault upon and capture of Nikopolis
by the Russians is furnished by a war
correspondent of the New York Herald :
The batteries at Tumu-Magurelli bad
reduced Nikopolis to ruins, but the two
hills ou which the town was built com-
pletely sheltered the Turkish forces from
the Russian fire. Therefore, it became
necessary to attack tbe town and position
from the Bulgarian side of the river.
For this purpose a considerable force of
infantry was masked west of Sistova,
and, during the concentration, these
troops served to cover tbe crossing.
When the two corps had established
themselves in the direction of Biela and
Tirnova, the covering body was prepared
to move on Nikopolis.
But, in the meantime, the Turks were
strengthening their position and prepar-
ing to defeat the clearly apparent object
of their enemy. All the indications,
therefore, pointed to a bloody struggle
for the possession of Nikopolia ; and, to
speak truly, neither side seemed anxious
to begin it. The threatened failure of
the Sistova bridge, and the frequent in-
terruptions of traffic necessitated by the
repairs forced the Russians to make theattack. " ?
The extensive swamp and lake west of
Sistova interfered considerably with the
Russian advance, although it afforded
a decided protection against a Turkish
attack from that side. The Cossacks
had been skirmishing and scouting for
more than two days in the direction of
Plevna and Nikopolis, and their opera-
tions and activity masked the prepara-
tions of the attacking column very ef-
fectually.
Finally, the order for the Russian ad-
vance was given, and, after an arduous
Tun.mli around the lake aijd toward Ni-
kopolis, the contending forces came into
coflision. J The Turks had taken the
precaution to cover their position by
double lines of pickets, supported at
intervals by several companies of picked
troops. This was to guard against the
raids of tbe Cossacks, whose enterprise
lias impressed itself thoroughly upon
the Turkish mind. These lines of pick-
ets made what might be termed a formal
show of resistance, and slowly retired
on the main body. As soon as the
Russians came within effective range
of the Turkish position, they were
value of the locomotives at the present time bikers also visited the stock-yards and com-
would place them at $2,000,000, though they pCnfc(i the workmen in all the packing-houses
originally must have cost over $3,000,000. to shut down. Every railroad centering in the
The Union Depot and hotel destroyed, owned cjtv Was involved in the strike, and no trains,
by the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, cost in eXcept those carrvingtho mails, were allowed
the neighborhood of $600,000. The grain ele- to depart. There was no violence of any kind,
vator cost over $1,000,000, and was owned joint- cjty authorities had taken unusual precau-
ly by the cor]X)ratious of the Pennsylvania Com- tious to meet any disorderlv demonstration on
pany, though ostensibly it was run under the the part of the mob, and, being aware of this,
title of another corporation. The freight- the latter proceeded very carefully at
this time supplied with arms, and they began sheds of the Pan-Handle railroad were very whatever they did. The dispatches reported
to lav siege to the round-house. A large unm- complete, and they were filled with valuable everything was quiet in Baltimore, and no more
her of shots were fired, the militia returning freight, all of which was either stolen by the tronbic Was apprehended. At Philadelphia,
the fire. An oil train near by was fired, ana mob or destroyed by the fire-demon. The dis- 1 ^ Qrall(j Army of the Republic tendered
tlie flames raged with great fury. The fire was
soon communicated to other trains, and thi
lurid glare caused by the destruction of rail-«| awelimgs locatea near tne nncK-yara. ̂  | phk »^v. _ _____ _____ __ ____ _ .
‘ * compelled the shopmen and ma-
ik
sued
At Indianapolis the situation was losses paid $432,190.
growing more serious. The strikers took pos-
_____ _____ __ tnem. The str ers at Colnm-— , bus, Ohio, disclaim any responsibility for the
out after food or drink. An effort was made to and, organizing themselves m large numbers action o{ mob in closing up the factories
------------- .. .. ----- ...... j ---- j.m ....... i - - aU ̂  0pera^veH resumed work
out one day. One thousand
. _ _ ______ in the West Albany, N. Y.,
prevised fort was out off. * •/ I and incendiaries. rkilroad shops joined the strikers
The imnrisoned militia were surrounded by A compromise was effected by the Fort at tjiat p0jnt xho employes of the Wabash
at least 10,000 desperate men crying aloud for Wayne Railroad Company, whereby the latter road at -poi^o made a demand for an increase
their blood, and vowing that not one should conceded to the strikers the wages paid previous ()f waRe8< 
escape alive. The excitement was terrible to to the last reduction ; the strikers thereupon ,,row L-
behold. No such scone was ever witnessed in returned to their places and assisted in getting giggion of the Union Depot, and allowed only
this country before. To add to the horror of the rolling-stock in motion. 1)0stai oara to ieave the city. Over 200 special
the scene, the rioters applied the torch to a The loss of life during the thirty-six hours’ wer0 sworn in< a. Detroit dispatch says
large oil train, and the light from the flames reign of lawlessness in Pittsburgh is unknown [jltl Htry.e t)ec&me general all along the Chica-
lit up the entire city. The fire communicated at this writing, but it will certainly reach forty, an(j Canada Southern main mie and tbe
to other cars, and soon 200 or 300 of them were and perhaps fifty, killed outright A large Toledo and Detroit branch. The strikers took
reduced to ashes. Many of these trains were number were wounded, some of whom cannot pQ^ggion 0f Union Depot, at East St.
laden with valuable goods, and the loss from recover. £ouia and placed an embargo on all freight
this source is estimated at $2,000,000. Many Pittsburgh dispatches of the 24th report an(j ’ artHea<,er traffic. The strikers de-
of the cars burned were loaded with grain everything quieting down. The military or- c|ar0^ there Was no middle ground ; it
and general merchandise. Thieves plied dered from Washington was arriving ; the citi- wag ejther absolute victory or defeat with
their vocation during the night with zens had organized for defense, under the com- tliem At Buffalo the excitement was quieting
untiring industry. Trunks containing maud of Gen. Negley ; a committee of safety down' although the blockade of traffic contin-
fine clothing, silks, laces and other goods were had been appointed ; armed bodies of order- ued . citizens organized a formidable ape-
burst open, and their contents appropriated, loving citizens were patrolling the streets, and ’ hce for the protection of the city. At
Flour, hams, fruit and other eatables were car- the crisis was regarded as passed. The mana- unrnellHville and Oswego, N. Y., the strikers
ried off in immense quantities. Scarcely a soul gers of the Pennsylvania road stonily refused . _ t]xb trackg in order to delay the trains
in the whole town slept during the night. Such any compromise with the strikers, declaring carrviJjg the militia. The employes of the
excitement has never been known in this part that such should not take place, though not a Delaware Lackawanna and Western, Delaware
of the country, and old army officers say that wheel tumod on tiieir entire road. The Phila- . and Lehigh and Susquehanna
the howling crowd and the peculiarities of the delphia military were at Freeport, where the . struck all along the line, and no trains
situation conspired to present an aspect never train was lying, awaiting orders. A telegram . j ^ -j»he Morris and Essex anc
rivaled by the horrors of war. The streets | was sent to them requesting them to return to | New jersey Central roads were also closed in
of a 4>£ per cent, reserve, and authority for It
to do new business here was refused. The
company has, however, a full 6 per cent re-
serve under the Missouri law.
The examination of the Atlantic Mutual Life
Intmrahce Company of Albany, bv the Insurance
Superintendent of New York, did not result
favorably, and authority for it to do business
in Michigan was refnsed.
Authority has not been issued to the Charter
Oak Life Insurance Company of Hartford, or
the Universal Life of NeW York. The former
has not technically complied with the Michigan
law regulating the character of its deposits,
and authority for the latter is withhold pending
the result of an examination by the New York
department.
The failure of the Continental Life Insur-
ance Company of New York is the only one of
the kind that ever affected any great number
of people in this State. The company had
about 1,500 policy-holders in Michigan, and
the failure was the result of gross fraud and
extravagant management. The business of
the companv is now in the* hands of Rociover
John P. O’Neil, of New York city, to whom all
claims should bo addressed by Sept. 1 next.
The New Jersey Mutual Life of Now Jersey
and the Security Life of New York had a few
policies in force at the time of their failure,
out were excluded from this State several
years ago, before they had sooured many con-
tracts.
STANDING OF COMPANIES.
The Commissioner says that the failure of a
few weak companies has unfortunately and un-
fairly cast a cloud of suspicion over the largo
number of safe and solvent ones which hold
an immense fund in trust for the beneficiaries
of life policies. It is not improbable that the
searching examinations by State authorities
may reveal a few more companies whoso early
demise will be a benefit to their policy-holders
and the public. But these examinations “ are
also demonstrating that the life insurance com-
panies, as a rule, are among the strongest, if
not the strongest, financial institutions of the
country. They are managed not only with in-
tegrity, but with the greatest financial sagacity.
Their investments are in State, United States,
and municipal bonds, the payment of which
will not bo repudiated ; in first mortgages upon
real estate, in first-class collaterals, and in
dividend-paying stocks, in cash in solvent
banks that nothing short of the bankruptcy of
the nation can render non-availablo."
INSDBANCE LAW.
No amendment was made at the last session i - — - -
of the Legislature to the laws of this State reg- met by a severe artillery nro, wliicn,
ulating life insurance, but a Joint resolution however, did not check their advance,
was passed requesting the Commissioner to ftlKl which they replied with a still more
consult with the Commissioners of otlier States, #ormidftble tire. The Turks, being: post-
and present to the next Legislature for its con- , w nosikinn hail a con-
ideration a complete act for the government <*1 °n a commanding POB^.^^on
of companies transacting life insuranoo busi- sulerable advantage, and as the Russians
ness in the State. approached frightful gaps were mode in
d The aggregate number of new policies issued ̂ eir ranks by the Turkish artillery,
uriug the year ending Dec. 31, W6, was 3 795, with 8urpri8illg Vftlor however, thev
m,UrlnC0 ot continued to approach tlie lieipUta,an.f,
'i'he sum received by the companies as (nomi- 1 as soon they came within rifle range,
nal) premiums during that time was $1,433,326. they opened a terrible Are on the Turks.
The amonnt of losses and claims actually por bull an hour this musketry duel con-
paid^flQhigai1 p0licy‘h0lde" during 1870 I tinned, with unabated vigor.
The amount of losses actually incurred dur- The Russians in the meantime deu*l
ing the year, representing claims paid or to be oped their front so as to approach their
paid, was $550,236. left in the direction of the Ozin river.
comparison dy YEABs. This was a movement which threatened
In 1876 the number of companies doing busi- flj0 Turkish line of retreat to the south-
ness was 33, new policies issued 3,795, amount t _ i an i weBtWftr(l About midday
°»« PoU0i“ M'!W0'513' l0“°“ “ald I onl^vte^ lor thT^ult ™
* In’ 1875, number of companies 35, policies given, and the whole Russian line, sup-
issued 4,685, amount of policies $8,047,459, ported by several batteries of artillery
losses paid $663,729. ..... advantageously posted, stormed the
In 1874, number of companies 37, policies , . , f , f ^ Turks
ssiSMs”" *»*“f
In 1878, number of companies 44, policies is- a deadly fire, the Russians suffered ter-
sued 7,075, amount of policies $15,164,597, 1 ribly, while the Turks, stubbornly de-
losses paid $542,867. .. . . fending their position, sustained equal
loTafbuUhe oncet yaa «, .impetuo„8
losses paid $432,206. that the Turks could not withstand it
In 1871, number of companies 50, policies i»- and were driven headlong over the crest
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were filled with women wringing their hands in I Pittsburgh, and guaranteeing them protection. I comi^ uenoe'of 'the strike. Trains on the &
^comiw^^of THE STRIKE IN OTHER PLACES, j weT^tog ̂ ^e^^esoort ̂  United
women who. in their freimed fear for their | From the dispatches of the 22dof July Mn.-hnia At IndianaDolis. Terre Haute.patches *1 uly we
taltimore and oK road Z affl blSdo^ j” 0“h6e
Among the killed out right by the mffiUa were I tlie strikers haring everything their own way go tm t i . loye8 of the Canada
number of women, over whose bloody bodies Freight oars were broken open by the mob, and ^ .. d ioined m0veraent. Not-
relatives, made the horrible night hideous with glean the folio
their lamentations and wailings. B
1871 ........................ »,212
1872 .............. r ......... 29,102
1873 ........................ 29,421
1874 ........................ 28,049
1875 ........................ 25, »1
1876 ........................ 23,514
sometimes calling upon them for a word
again urging the crowd to seek double
cUnging to the garments of their crazed moth- between the poUce and the rioters, resulting m ^ ^ I^tsbr^h anffitimore.
era marked, too? the terrors of the night, and | a few broken heads. The Governor of Mary- 1 enacU;a m 1 11 »
wrought the crowd to a pitch untamable and land called on the President for military assist-  - =jndescribable. ance, and the latter issued the customary proc- Printpr
It should not be inferred that the rioters lamatlon commanding “ all persons engaged in 1 ne r lm tngusn rrinier.
were all railroad men or strikers. Iron-work- or connected with said domestic violence and * t tue Kitten recently held in En-
ere, stevedores, miners, thieves, thugs from obeknetion of the laws to disperse and retire , a f Wmim pm nra to the 400th anni-
SsM rMSfSS S Morn-oe production of the first
leaving the fighting to railroad men and devot- and Norfolk were ordered to proceed at once printed book in England by Caxton,
ing their own attention to plunder. to Baltimore, and Gen. W. 8. Hancock was di- there were 192 specimens of his own
The hills overlooking the track and the now- rected to go from New York and assume com- rpnrpspntinff over eiffhtv distinct
oTtL Erie ™ e—, and works. Such a coUection was never be-
clamoring for vengeance for the friends they I eerie us trouble was anticipated at Buffalo and fore brought together. Nineteen speci-
had lost under the murderous fire of the sol- j other places. The Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne j mens were sen t from the Cambridge
diery. Men with pallid, distorted faces rushed and Chicago train men inaugurated a strike at Tjniveraitv library and eighteen by the
hither and thither, their hands clenched and Fort Wayne, and resolutely declared that they n t t fipvnnfihire while the Bodleian
their teeth set The strike was not thought of. would allow no trains to move from that point Hevon^
A passionate hatred for the men who had op- At Vincennes freight trains were stopped on Sion College, the Archbishop of Canter-
posed them, and a hellish desire to root out the the Ohio and Mississippi road, and a general-
soldiers, had taken possession of the original strike was thought to be imminent all along the
strikers, and, redkless at any and All couse- line. At Indianapolis hand-bills were posted,
qnenoes, they struggled only to work some ter- calling a public meeting of all “in favor of
, ----- xu-s ------ i cmRhing the railroad monopolv."
Tbe strikers began operations at Beading,
of the local militia, and the manifest sympa- J Pa. They tore up the tracks, burned the Leba-
thy on the part of citizens generally for the J non VaUey bridge and a number of freight care.
bury, Earl Beauchamp, the Marquis of
Ailesbury, Eton College, and the Earl
of Leicester are contributors of smaller
numbers.
Brazil has now about 100 lines of
railroads building, or under survey.
by the Cossacks and detachments of
premium receipts. | jjght infantry.
in MichiRan from m to 1S76 inclusive:
TSS M ally bad Nikopolis nt their mercy. The
97I790I00 Turks, finding their line of retreat threat-
215, m.oo ene^ abandoned the town. It was filled
£$$;!£ with Turkish dead ilanj wcwM
800,207.00 Were also found in the streets and in the
i’iW82090 houses, where they had been abandoned
i’zssI 889.76 by the Turks in the haste of their re-
890, 577.08 treat.
1,824,975,30 - lKqK The Cossacks and Science.
i’, 780’, 357.23 An English writer shows how the Cos-
i;2;mw saokimayapplyscienMprei^tinthewar,
POLICIES IN force. ssfollows j “ In a belt around their waists
The following table shows the number and they carry a few pounds of gun-cotton
amount of policies in force in Michigan since or dynamite, and with this highly de-
1871 : .... structive explosive they may work incal-Yfar- Pond'*. Total flukbie harm. A small charge of gun-
59i64i,984 cotton placed simply upon rails and fired
Si’ 105454 ̂ tk a fuse suffices to blow several feet
sajisoiSr of the iron to the distance of many
48,274,551 yards, tlius rendering the railway un-
reckipth and DISBURSEMENTS. serviceable on the instant A trooper
The companies represented in this State dur- dismount, plribe a charge at the bat#
ing the year 1876 received from their onto , J telegraph pole, fire it, and be in hie
business an income amounting to $95,930,968. | .j, 6 K j_
Of this amonnt $72,020,578 was in premiums, saddle again within sixty seconds.
$23,603,723 interest, other sources $312,062. Wires may thus be cut and commumca-
The total disbursements during 1876 were I Rons stopped in the heart of an enemy’s
876 968, rn Of ̂ am^t there WM paid fcatle8s riders, while lines of
agement expenses, $13,536,222. ades may be thrown down by the violent
assets and liabilities. detonation of compressed gun-cotton.
The net aaMts of thow companies Dec. 81, L^j foj^ rood* considerably obstructed
1876, were $385,731,526. The general balance- nnrnM nrhich are never
sheet shows the total admitted assets to be treeatlirowTi o^osa, w
$400,892,259, and the total liabilities, including so rapidly felled as when a charge of
surplus to policy-holders ($58,495,358), to be this explosive is fired at their roots.”$400,892,259. . —  - — — -
. EXPENSES OF INSURANCE BUREAU. I 76111108966 KOmaiMfe.
The total expenses of Commissioner Bow’s TTn.bftnd Wes home in 1864 to findSisBK -djteBAT it
age, etc., were $6,465 in the yeaTWT in wife and children are dead. They are
1875, $7,665 ; in 1874, $7,326. not He marries and acquires property.
insurance taxis BicmED. gjj6 hears of hit whereabouts and enters
SUtTtrwwnry from t 2he
•gurance premiums depends somewhat on the I faints with honor on learning of the
energy and faithfulness with which the Com- complication. Second wife dies oppor-
misnoner performs his dnty. It 1876 the total I timely of consumption. Husband re-
^l^from thbsoOToejme $97.886 ; te^75, ft™t wife. Action for divorceMe ATiT takes
premiumJ from 3 to 2 per j cent annually. • a column and a half to tell the story.
HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Saturday, July 28x1^ 1S77.
JAY GOULD AND THE 3TBIKE.
The Chicago Time* handles Mr. J.
Goald, the great railroad king, In the fol*
lowing manner:
“The man who has done so much to
create the deplorable condition of which
the great strike is the natural result has
expressed his views upon the insurrection
with singular candor.
Mr. Jay Gould is of opinion that this
goveniment is about to burst. Mr. Jay
Gould fears that we have reached the end
of republican institutions. Mr. Jay Gould
predicts that we will shortly find ourselves
living under a monarchy. And, finally,
Mr. Jay Gould would give a million dol-
lars, he affirms, to have U. 8. Grant back
in the white house. Perhaps that his pre-
diction of the overthrow of the republican
institutions and the establishment ot a
monarchy might be fulfilled.
Mr. Jay Gould means to say that the
great strike has its origin in hatred against
democratic institutions; that the purpose
of the great strike is the overthrow of
democratic institutions; and that it will
end in the establishment of a monarchy.
In. all his proposition! Jay Gould is
wrong. The great strike is not a rebellion
against democratic institutions; ills a re-
bellion against the cut-throat* called
stock-jobbers, of whom Jay Gould is one
of the worst. The aim of the great strike
is not the overthrow ot democratic institu-
tions, but the overthrow of intcr-assassi na-
tion among railroad companies by which
freights are carried for less than the cost
of transportation, and the deficit is made
up by reducing the wages of employes be-
low living rates. The great strike will
not result in the establishment of a mon-
archy; but it may possibly result in plac-
ing the railroad business of the country
upon a healthier and honester basis.
Air. Gould’s wish that Gen. Grant were
in the white house, and Mr. Gould’s amaz-
ing generosity in being willing to give a
million of dollars to have Gen. Grant in
the white house, are not liable to be mis-
understood. Hs means that if Gen. Grant
were in the white house, he would assume
the prerogatives of monarchy in the inter-
est of Jay Gould, and enforce, with the
assistance of the United States army and
navy, the inter assassination system of
railroad munagement which Jay Gould
has so long maintained, and whose con-
tinuance is essential to the gratification of
Jay Gould’s ambition, the preservation of
his fortune, and the perpetuation of his
dividends. Again is Jay Gould wrong.
If Gen. Grant were in the white bouse, he
could not comply with the wishes of Jay
Gould, even if the latter gave him a
million dollars for doing so. The army
and navy of the United States could not
be use# by Gen. Grant, cannot be used by
any man, for such unlawful purposes ns
Jay Gould would use them for. The pres-
ident, whether his name be Grant or
Hayes, must use the strength and force of
the nation to maintain the pence of the
nation. The national resources cannot be
turned into the private service of Jay
Gould, and the army and navy of the U-
nited States cannot receive orders from
his office. President Hayes is exactly
right when he says that the troops must he
employed solely to preserve the peace—
not to run railroads.
Jay Gould need not exhaust his vital
force in dismal prophecies of the destruc-
tion of democratic institutions because less
than a hundred thousand men employ un-
lawful and riotous means of declaring
that they will -not work for starvation
rates while Jay Gould distributes divi-
dends out of their starvation.
by the State when the crisis came gave
the strikers time to bring out their
strength, and encouraged others in other
parts to co-operate with them.
The prompt measures taken by the gov-
ernment to protect the public property
and treasure at the capital will prevent
any outbreak here, though it was appre-
hended on Saturday that the large num-
ber of idle negroes in the city might com-
mit some acts of violence. That time,
however, has now passed, as there are np
less than one thousand soldiers, sailors
and marines now here ns a precautionary
measure and to await developments.
Letters have been received here which
lay the blame of all this upon the govern-
ment, for its persistent measures to enforce
resumption of specie payment, charging
that the great depression which still exists
in business is caused by this influence
alone; and that while the railroads and
industrial corporations are suffering, the
people also are heavily oppressed. In
one sense this may bo so; but it is quite
certain that values will continue to shrink
until we strike the bottom rock, and that
will lie only when the currency of the
country has reached a fixed value.
The President will have his time much
occupied during the present summer with
Journeyings into different sections of the
country to meet the people and to study
their wants.
MORTGAGE SALE.
T'v E FAULT having been made In the conditions
1) of payment (of the second Installmunt) of a
certain Indenture of mortgage, dated on the eighth
(Hi day of May. one thousand eight hundred and
seventy four (1874,) made and executed by John A.
JtoiMt, a«id Clara Kooet. of the City of Holland,
County of Ottawa, and State of Michigan, paftlw
of the drat part, and GIJsbrecht Stein, of Allegan,
County of Allegan, ami Statu of Michigan, party
of the second part, and recorded In theoffle* of the
Register of Deeds, In and fur the County of Ot.awa
and State of Michigan, on the eleventh 01) day of
May, A. i>. 1874, at two o’clock lit, the afternoon of
said day, In Liber “Y,” of mortgages, on page five
hundred and thirty five AnJ whereas, there
Is now claimed to be due and unpaid at thU date
on said second instalment of said Indenture of
mortgage the sum of one hundred and twenty-six
dollars and elghty-one cents, ($12181) for principal
and Interest; And whereas, the said Indenture of
mortgage contains a condition that as often as any
proceedings is taken to foreclose the same by vir-
tue of the power of sale therein contained the sum
of twenty (20) dollars shall bo nald by the party of
the first part to the party of the second part as a
reasonable attorney’s or solicitor’s fee, and all the
legal costs and charges ot such foreclosure and sale
In case proceedings shall he taken to forccloss the
same, and no snit at law or chancery having been
insiitnted to recover said debt or any part thereof,
Amr, Uiertfor, notice Is hereby given, that by virtue
of the power of sale contained In said mortgage
and of the statute In such case made and provided,
A Hew Arrival
Of all kinds of
SUMMEK GOODS,
And a fine lot of
BOYS’ CLOTHING





the said mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale ot
*d premises, or so much thereof as isthe mortgagee. |..vi...ev , ~ — ----- -- — •“
necessary to satisfy the amount due on said mort-
gage for principal and interest of said installment,
said attorney’s fee. and the legal costs and exp -
of foreclosure and sale allowed by law, at publh _ .
tlon or vendue to the highest bidder on the tenth
(10) day of September A. D. W77, at twelve o'clock
at noon of said day, at the front door of the
Countv Court House, In the City of Grand Haven,




There need be no Coughs or Colds where
Dr. Kings New Discovery for Consump-
tion is used. The most severe cases of
Croup, Hoarseness, Pain in the Chest,
Bleeding of the Lungs yield to its wonder-
ful power almost instantly. A few doses
,wlll invariably cure the worst cough or
cold. For Asthma and Bronchitis it is a
perfect specific, Consumptives and Cough
worn patients never fail to find relief in
this great discovery. We would advise
any one tired of experimenting with phy-
sicians prescriptions or quack medicines
to drop them ut once and use Dr. King’s
New Discovery. *<fiive it a trial. Regular
size $1.00. Trial bottles free. Forsaleby
Wm. Van Putteu also J. 0. Doesburg,
Holland, Mich.
that being the place for holding the Circuit Conn
for xald County. Said mortgaged premlaes to be
Hold are deccrlbed In said mortgage a* follows, to
wit: All that certain piece or parcel of land, sit-
uate in the City of Holland, In the County of Ot-
tawa and State of Michigan, and described as fol-
lows, to wit: Lot numbered five and the west
fourth part of lot numbered four In Block fifty
eight (58) In the village (now city) of Hodand, In
the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, ac-
cording to the recorded map of the same.
Dated, Holland, Mich., Juno 9th, A. D. 1877.
MARY STEIN,
Executrix qf th» I/ift III// and Testament
ALLmtSOFKEnmEBISE*,
Hats & Caps in Great Variety.
Give us a call and see our
Goods.
j. w. BOSMAN.
Holland, May 20, 1870. 42-ly
A new medicine discovered by Dr. Alexander
Boslslo, July 1st. 187H. This remedy is an extract
from the blanches of the peach tree, and will cure
the following diseases, via: Sore Eyes, Liver Com-
plaint, Diseases of the Lnngs, Dyspepsia, Dropsy,
Hick Headache, Heart barn, Catarrh, Fevers, etc.
Tills remedy con be proenred from druggists, who
will older if they have It not on hand; or by writ
ing to the Doctor it will he sent C. O. D. Price. $5
perdoi., $9 per half dot. Not less than a half doz.
sold to any one.
For Sale at the Following
Druggists in Michigan:
1. Hebcr Walsh, HollancL jj Beecher,
New Baltimore. 3. A. R. Foster, Otsego. 4. Chas.
W. Johnson, Holly. J- K. A 8. McFlulcy, Niles.
O.-J. F. Hofmau, Hubbardson. 7. E. 8. Dunham,
QrandvilD, Kent Co. 8. Arthur Veitch, May P.O.,
Tuscola Co. 9. Kerkwood Bros., Isphcmfng, L.
8. 10. Louis Meyer, No. 519 12th sL, cor. Galena
Milwaukee, Wls.
CHAS. SCHMIDT, AUG. P. SCHMIDT.
IIS
Of all kinds and sizes.
of GUsbrecht Stein, d ceased.
HOWARD & McBRlDE, Ally e for Executrix.
Mortgage Sole.
rvEFAULT having been made In the conditions
L/ of a certain mortgage dated the 4th day of
October, A. D. 1869, made and executed by Albert
$cw §uU’crti$cmcut$.
FRUIT FARM FOR SALE.
I
HAVE a desirable farm containing 41 acres,
situated on Black Lake, 3X miles west of the
City of Holland. Michigan. It Is called the
"Woodruff Farm,” and contains all the conven-
iences of a modern farm— a good house, water In
abundance etc. There are some 3H0 grape vines
that bear well, also 100 apple trees, pear trees,
cherry trees, crab apple and transcendent. It is
a splendid site and increasing in value. I will sell
the above for a reasonable price. Address
THOMAS LYNCH.24-13w Racine, Wis.
Borgers and Janna Borgcrs, of Holland, in the
County of Ottawa and State of Michigan, parties
cf the first part, and Hendrik Banning and Albert
— O-
Inscriptions cut in both the
English & Dutch languages.
Dealer in all kinds of Ameri-






Riddcring, of Zeeland, Ottawa County, Michigan,
parties of the second part, recorded In the oftli
SWEET’S HOTEL
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
T, H. LYOX, --- Proprietor.
Special Announcement,
The undersigned desires to annonnee to the
public in general, that he Is now the sole proprie-
tor of ihis well-known and popular hotel, and
that he will hereafter give his petsonal attention
to the management of the house and the wants
of his gne-ts. The house has been refitted and re-
furnished, and now offers the best of accommoda-
tions to the traveling public. It contains 130 hand-
some and commodious rooms, fitly of which can
bo had with board at $2.UU per day, and there-
mail der at the usual price. Having conducted the
hotel imsiness in Grand Rapids for the past six-
teen years, and thuhkfui for former patronage, the
l ve* wa uw ••• * v, w ^
of the Register of Deeds In and (or the County of Ot-
tawa and State of Michigan, on the 6th day of Janu-
ary, A. D. 1870, at 8 o’clock In the forenoon of said
day In Liber "T" of Mortgages, on page 84. And
whereas, there is claimed to be due ana unpaid at
this date the sum of three hundred and sixty
and 55-lOOths dollars for principal and Interest;
and whereas, the said mortgage contains a condi-
tion that when any proceedings shall be taken to
foreclose said mortgage by virtue of the power of
sale in said mortgage contained, the sum of ten
dollars as an attorney or solicitor's fee shall be
paid by the party of the first part to the party of
the second part, and nil the local costs and charges
of such foreclosure and sale in case proceedings
shall be taken to foreclose the same, and. no suit
at Law or in Chancery having been instituted to
recover said d$bt or any part thereof. Now There-
fore, notice Is hereby given that by virtue of the
power of sale contained in said mortgage, and of
the statute lu snch case made and provided, the
said mortgage will be foreclosed, by a sale t f the
mortgaged premises, or so mneff thereof ns Is
necessary to satisfy the amount dne upon said
mortgage, for principal and Interest, said attorney
fee, and the costs and expenses of foreclosure and
sale allowed by law. at public antlon or vendue to
the highest bidder, on the 13‘.h EAT CT 3E?TSk3E2,
A. D. 1877. at 1 o’clock In the afternoon of said
day. at the front door of the Countv Court House,
in the City of Grand Haven. In said County of Ot-
tawa and State of Michigan, that being the place
for holding the Circuit Court tor said County. The
said mortgaged premises to be sold are described
in said mortgage as follows, to wit: All of that
certain piece or parcel of land being situated lu
the Countv of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
known anu described as follows, viz: The south-
east quarter of the north-east quarter of section
twenty-three (23) In township five [5] north of range
fifteen [15] west, excepting the Village of New
Groningen and the Tannery property so-called,
conveyed by Albert Borgers ami Albert Nijmeijer,
agents, to August Jansen, bv Deed, executed Sep-
tember 1 Itli, 1852. containing by computation
twenty-three acres of land more or less.
GiiA.su Haven. Mich.. Jnno 19th, 1817.
HENDRIK BANNING, and
ALBLIM RIDDERINU.
Geo. W. McBride, Mortgagee*.
Attorney tor Mortgagees. 19-1 3 w
MORTGAGE SALE.
pvE FAULT having been made In the conditionsU of payment (of the third Instalment) of a
certain indenture of mortgage, dared on the eighth
(8th) day of May, A. D. 1874, made and exeented
by John A.
proprietor hopes for a continuance of the same.The ................... rooms of Sweet’s Hotel are not excelled by
any public house In the State, the tables are sup-
plied w ith all the markets afford, and careful atten-
tion is given by all employees.
Homing to receive a liberal patronage from the









The patent will be for sale by November next.
State rights. County rights and township rights
will be offered.
Thn communistic demonstrations which
have taken place in different sections of
the country during the past few days,
though regarded In administration circles
as local in their nature, are at the unme
time attended with t-ome apprehension
that this spirit of opposition has taken root
in a large class of our population. As
long as the acts of the strikers in the pres
ent instance do not come in conflict with
the government, they will be tieatcd as
matters to be dealt with by State authori-
ties. It bos been observed that the strik-
ers have been studiously careful not to lay
violent hands upon any of the passenger
trains moving to and fro, for were they to
take such an extreme step, not only would
the public have been aroused against
them, but the United States mails would
hare been seriously delayed, which would
have been an offense against the authority
of the general government. That the
leaders of this strike were shrewd in ar
ranging their plans is evident in their
studious efforts to avoid a conflict with the
national government. They also selected
West Virginia, the State of all others the
least able to cope with any unusual
mount of armed opposition to its authori-
ty. It waa said by a Cabinet officer
The corn planter will be a cheaper machine, ami
plant* much Cuter, and with lean power than any
other corn planter known.
C. MULDER.
Holland, Mich., July 14, 1877, 22-1 m
j  Roost, and Clara Roost, of the City of
Holland, County of Ottawa, State of Michigan, of
the first part. GIJsbrecht Stein, of Allegan, of the
County of Allegan, and State of Michigan, of the
second part, and recorded In the office of the Reg-
ister of Deeds in and lor the County of Ottawa and
Mate of Michigan, on the eleventh (11th) day of
May. A. I). 1874. at two o'clock In the afternoon of
said day in Liber ‘*Y” of mortgages on page five
hundred and thirty-five (536) which third lustul-
meut of said indenture of mortgage was on the
Holland, Mich., April 26, 1877.
After many efforts In the course of the last three
years, with several physicians, for the cure of weak
eyes, wo called iu the services of Dr. Boslslo, who
cured my daughter’s eyes In two weeks.
W. G. F. BEKUWKES.
Holland, Mich., April 20, 1877.
It Is a pleasure to inform you, that my wife, who
has been ccnlned to her sickbed for 22 years, has
so far recovered her health and strength that she
Is enabled to enjoy her out-door walks regularly
after having been treated by Dr. Boslslo three
weeks. This Improvement is steadily going on,
aud we have reason to hope for a further cure.
P. BRRGHUIS.
This Is to certify that after a treatment of four
weeks by Dr. Boslslo our six-year old daughter,
who lor nearly two years has been lame and de-
prived of the use of her limbs, has so far recovered
that she cun walk on crutches aud Is steadily Im-
proving. q VA>- gc ELYEN'
Holland, Mich., prll 27, 1877.
Bio Rapids, Sept. 26th, 1876.
This Is to certify that I have been blind for the
past seven years, also been troubled with dropsy.
1 have tried ten of the best physicians In the State
but thev did me no good. Under the treatment of
Dr. Boslslo, at the expiration of one week I walked
two miles alone. I have used ten bottles of his
peach branch medicine, aud am improving rapidly
every day.
Yours Repectfullv,
. MRS. ELLA MARS AI L.
fifth (5) day of March, A. D. 1873, duly assigned by
said Gijsbrecht Stein to I. U. Hoffman, of Allegan,
Michigan, said assignment was recorded in the
office of the Register of Deeds iu and for
the County of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
on the third I3dl day of May, A. D., 1877, at one
(l) o'clock in the afternoon of said day, ih
Liber "l,’’ of Mortgages, on page two hnn*
dred and ninety eight, (298). And whereas,
there is now claimed to be dne, and unpaid at this,
date, on said third Installment of said indenture of
Fremont Ckntkb. Mich., March 22, 1877.
This is to certify that I have been suffering from
chills and fever for 8 months; cured with one bot-
tle of Dr. Bosisio’s medicine.
CHAS. DICKERSON.
I have been suffering with fever and ague for 13
cd numerous physicians but
derived no benefit. Was cured with 6 bottles o(
Dr. Bosisio’s peach branch medicine.
Respectfully DORA HACKKRSON.
In behalf of Dr. Boslslo. I will say that my
daughter has been sick with fever and ague for six
months; have tried a great many different medi-
cines but with the same result — Procured some of
Dr. Bosisio’s medicine, and after taking 1# bottles
of it she was entirely cured.
MRS. HARRINGTON.
Mortgage, the sum of one hundred and seventeen
and 42-100 dollars, ($11742-100,) ‘. ..... . ... for principal and
And, whereas, the said indenture ofInterest ----- -- ------- ------ ----- ---------- -
Mortgage contains n condition that ns often us any
proceeding is taken to foreclose the same by virtue
of the power of sale therein contained, the sum
of twenty (20) dollars sha’.l bg paid by the party of
the first part to the party of the second part as a
t-.m l . I it t t • l a > 1* * .j la a if t a< 1 t a U TSlA «» M nil t llOreasonable attorney's or solicitor’s fee, and all the
legal costs and charges of such foreclosure and
Farm for Sale.
I will sell eighty acres of splendid clay
soil, six miles from this city. Near church
and school house, at a bargain, JO acres
of this land is partially improved. Also
40 acres of unimproved land in the Town-
ship of Fillmore. Inquire of42-tf M. D. HOWARD.
sale in case proceedings shall be taken to forclose
the same, and no suit at law or chancer}’ having
been instituted to recover said debt or any part
thereof. iVoif. therefore, notice is hereby giren, that
by virtue of the power of sale contained lu said
mortgage and of the statute In snch case made and
provided, the said mortgage will he foreclosed by a
suit of the mortgaged premises, or so much there
of as is necessary to satisfy the amount dne on
said mortgage for principal and Interest of said in-
stallment, said attorney’s fee. and the legal costs
and expenses of foreclosure and sale allowed hv
law. nt pnbllcauction orvendue, to the highest bid-
dmm the Tenth (10) day of Sejtteinber. A. I). 1877. at
one o'clock In the aftei noon ot said day. nt the front
door of the County Court House, iu the City of
Grand Haven. In said County of Ottawa, and State
ofMi' hlean. that being the place for holding the
Circuit Court for said County; Said mortgaged
premises to ho sold are described In said mortgage
ns follows, to wit : All that certain piece or par-
cel of laud, situate in the City of Holland, In the
County of Ottawa, and State of Michigan, and de-
scribed as follows, to wit ; Lot numbered five (5)
and the west fourth part of lot numbered four (4) lu
Block fifty cig'it (58) in the village, (now city) of
Holland, in the County of Ottawa, and State or




3033 EU32A7IK33; 1313 PA3Z3 WA2T3.
Four Pages Colored Plates.
A whole library in itself.
Invaluable in a F amily .
E. ‘Wijkhuijseii,
tisisSf®
CfPNow contains twenh -five per cent, more
matter than anv other one volume English Diction
ary published in this country or Great Britain.
A NATIONAL ST AX D AUD.
The sale is 23 times as great as the sale of any
other large Dictionary. , . ,
More than 33.003 copies have been placed in the
public schools til the United States.
Hcccommended by 28 State Superintendents of
Schools.
P|r Warmly reccommendcd by Bancroft. Pres
cott. Motley, Geo. P. Marsh, Halleck, W?hlttier,
Willis, Saxe, Elihn Burritt, Daniel Webster,
Rufus Choate, II. Coleridge. Smart. Horace Mann.
Presidents Woolscy, Warltnd. Hopkins, Nott.
Walker. Anderson, [more than fifty College Presi-
dents iu all,] and the best American aud European
scholars.
Offers his services as such to the public and will
«t Breyman, has now started for himself in the
store oMIr. J.ALWM. at
No. 52, Eighth Street.
Mr. J. Albers will attend to hla Clock and Jew
elry business, and Mr. WlJktuIJson to the Watches.
However, each of them will wait on the public in
absence of the other. They have a large agd beau
tirul stock of Clocks and Watches, whlchthey offer
for sale cheap.
I have been troubled with thengue for 11 months;
have tried every kind oi medicine that I could get,
out could not get anything to help me. Hearing
of Dr. Boslslo I sent to him for some medicine,
aud after taking one bottle I am entirely cured.
Yours Respectfully,
CECHINNE ANTINE.
533 Jewett St., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Had catarrh five years and fever and ague three
months. Employed numerous physicians, hut re-
ceived no benefit. Di. Boslsio cured my ague in
21 hours, and my catarrh In three weeks, with
peach bnucb medicine^ 
I have been sick and suffering with a sore throat
for the past five years. I have Died numerous
physicians, hut could find no relief mini I employed
Dr. Boslslo, aud after taking tour bottles of his
peach branch medicine, since three weeks under
tils care, I feel as well as ever I did.
Your true friend,
SUSAN BAILEY.
Dated. Holland. Michigan. June 8th, A. 1). 1877.
ISRAEL O. HOFFMAN. Assignee.
Howard & McBride, Att'ysfor Assignee.
J. 0. DOESBURG,
T. recovering from a serious Illness wish to make
a few remarks in behalf of Dr. Bosisio, who has
been mv faithful physician until I am entirely out
of danger. I wn» attended by two of the leading
physicians iu Fremont, who held a comniltaiion.
with the decl-lon that I could not survive more
than one hour from the time of their meeting.—
Dr. Bosisio brought me entirely out of danger in-
side of 24 hours, and In three days was on my feet
a-nin.— To the Dr. I am indeed very grateful.° MRS. MARY J. SHOOTER.
It is with pleasure that I make this statement in
regard to a serious lllnes* from which 1 have just
recovered.— Some six weeks ago I was to be con
flnedL and engaged one of the first physicians of
Fremont to attend me; my case being an uncom-
diflicult one, 1 got no encouragement from
him.— I then culled a second one, who with nearly
the same result, discouraged me to snch an extent
that I was driven into fits. At last I called Dr.
Bosisio, who relieved me of the child and all pain
and danger; to him I owe my slnceae thunks.
ANGELINE TROY LEY.
'SB Mim,




Are sold ns cheap nt this Drug Store as nt any






Webber, Lake Co., Mich., July 25, 1976.
I had been suffering from catarrh for four vears.
I have been treated by four different physicians
during the time hut derived no permanent benetl’.
After being under the care of Dr. Boslslo live days,
and having taken five bottles of his peach branch
medicine. I am feeling perfectly cured, slid grate-
fully recommend him to all persons suflering with
CatArrh' MISS ALICE ROWE.
Cured in
Bosislo'a
Sick with consumption for ten years,
two weeks by using 10 bottles of Dr.
pench branch medicine. nASS HANSEN.
All the lending Patent Medicines in the market.
A full Stock of the very best Perfumery sold In
bottle or by moaeuro.
J. 0. DOESBURG.
Holland, Mich., July 29, 1878.
“Indispensable to every student of the English
language.’’— JL Jl. Waite, Chief Justice United
States.
The Highest Authority in Great Jirt/ain as well as
in the United States.
• ALSO
HiWi Moial Pictorial Biter,
ftvt EV/m./, »!»/>«• MW) Pnnet Orlnm v
that bad prompt and effective measures
'"Been Ukea by tbe authorities of West Vir* ' A X ."T" . At: WThTTP.
(Cinio. thcMtite would Lave been confined ; UoLLAKB, Mich., Skjl iffm
ft.
to tbe vicinity of Martinsburg. but the pit- 1
table array of military strength displayed |
Wijkhuusen
J. Albers.
600 Engravings; KMO Pages Octavo.
PabUthti by $. $ C. K1MIAK, Spri&fflili, Uais.
Webster’s Abridgments.
PubUibrii by I7I80N, ILAUXAN, TATLOI $ CO., H.Y.
Webster’s Primary School Dictionary, 204 Engrav’a“ Common School “ 274 •*“ High School “ 297 ““ Academic “ Ml ““ Counting Houae “ with unracrons




Just Published in a sealed enveloped. Price six cents.
Had lung disease and dropsy for four years. Have
tried the best doctors in the Stutt-and could find no
relief. Procured the services of Dr. Bosisio. and
in three weeks felt perfectly well. My wife was
sick five years with lung disease aud consumption ;
the tried numerous physicians, but found no relief.
Was cured in five weeks by Dr. Boslslo.
Yours respectfully*
JOHN BALDWIN.
Baldwin, Mich.. July 15th, 1876.
pSSSSI'S
benefit. After taking five boitlen of Dr. Bo-jsto -
peach branch medicine, I am happy to say I am as
well aa ever. MIKE O’BRIEN.
Fine Building Site For Sale.
rjMIE Eas*. 45 feet of Lot 5 In Block 36. Situated
_ between J. O. Doesburg^ Drug Mora, and P.
& A. Bteketc*'a General Store, on Eighth street.
Inquire of 1 .. H. DOESBURG.
A Loctnre on the Nature. Treatment, and radi-
cal cure of Seminal Weakness or Spermatorrcea,
Induced by Self Abnse, Involuntary Seminal
Losses, Imnotenry, Nervou$ Debility, and Imped-
imenta to Marriage generally; Consumption,Wbo® mXS:
thor of the “Green Book,” &c.
The world-renownod author. In this admirable
Lecture, clearly proves from his own experience
that the awful consequences of self-abuse may be
effectually removed without medicine, and without
dangerous surgical operations, bougies, instru-
ments, rings, or cordials; pointing out a mode of
cure at once simple, certain, and effectual, by
means of which every sufferer, no matter what
hla condition may be, may cure himself cheaply,
privately, and radically.
This Lecture should be in the hands of
every youth and every man in the land.
Sent undersell. In a plain envelope, to any ad-






cured me In one mouth.
JEN I SNIDER.
Bn. Rapids, ej|t. 28, 1878.
This Is fo certify that I have been slckfor the
past five years, having tried twelve 61 the best doc-
tors in the State, bnt They could do notbing for me.
1 commenced ander the treatment o^r. Boslslo,
an Italian physician, last week, «d In twelve




41 Aaa 3‘. , Nsvr Tori; Post Office Box. 453C.
CONSULTATION FREE,
Ao. 21), XintU Street,
Residence of A. Westveer,
l






Thomas Nast is a Jew.
Messrs. Luc*, Leweke & Co. started to
work iu their marble shop yesterday.
Rev. Wm. MoKUOiJK,of Zeeland, has
got a vacation, and is traveling westward.
Pbof. Kollcn is re elected, by the Coun-
cil of Hope College, as their Endowment
agent.
The weather is hot and sultry for the
last few days. The thermometer is up
among the nineties.
Whenever apples are bought or sold
by weight the new law of this Slate re-
quires them to weigh 48 lbs to the bushel.
The Liberians have voted down an
amendment to the constitution allowing
white men to own land and bccyme citi-
zens of the republic.
Mb. Harry Smith, of Olive, mistook his
left foot for the log on Tuesday last, and
cut It severely with his ax/. He managed
to come to town, and hau Dr. Morris “bind
up his wound.”- ^ --- \M
Mrs. Vanderbilt’s pin money is |l,000
week.
Rev. Kirkintveld and family, of De-
troit, are in town on a visit.
Prosperity does best discover vice, hut
adversity docs best discover virtue.--[Ba*
con.
The Colorado beetle receives more at-
tention in Europe than any other Ameri-
can, Grant not excepted.
Ex-Gov. Horatio Seymour is busily
engaged preparing his oration to be deliv-
ered at the centenial of the battle of Sa-
ratoga.
Virginia’s state debt, according to the
State Auditor’s last statement, is about
182,000,000, and is increasing at the rate
of $700,000 a year.
Two Italians who were seen serenading
our citizens with an accordeon and a harp
during the present week, had the audacity
to leave a little boy here on the charity of
threorporation.- - .
Mr. I. Vkrwey, the able editor of the
Standaard, has severed his connection with
that journal, and formed a co-partnership
with Mr. J. C. Klyn and Mr. T. Haan. all
Mu. Casper Haybeck one of the olc^ 0[ Qranj RHpid8, for the ostensible pur-
settlers of Grand Haven, and a member ol Vp0ge 0f publishing and printing a tri-
New work by Dr. Darwin.— Tales of
My Ancestors.— A/neA.
It is an open question which is the hot-
test— the weather or the strike?
There is an indefinite rumor that the
extra session of Congress may be entirely
dispensed with.
A little more contraction and playing
nto the hands of the Rothschilds and
there will be nothing left to strike at(
A war map fell into the hands of a
Chicago woman. She thought it was a
pattern, and tried to cut a chemise by it.
Senator T. W. Ferry is gradually re-
covering from his severe illness, but his
brother Edward P., is still under doctor’s
care.
Op a handful of silver halves and quar-
ters, from one quartar to one-third will
now be found to have been coined before
1880. Where have they been traveling in
the mean time?
STAR HAT STORE,
3STO. 88 MONROE STREET.
Next door to Sears’ Bakery. Has theLARGEST
And best assorted Stock of
HATS, CAPS and STRAW GOODS,
IN GRANS RAPIDS.
FRIGES VERY LOW.ll-13w
the Common Council of that city, dropped wet.kiy Dutch paper
dead while standing on the d^ck at Spoon- iabundanl gucce88.
ville, Mich., /on Tuesday morning last. I -
Flags were Kalf-mast at Grand Haven. /
We wish them
Mr. S/D. Clay, attorney at law, froii?
Grand Rapids, made an eloquent appeal
for' temperance on Sunday evening last,
under the auspices of the Holland Reform
Club, at Kenyon’s Hall. Mr. Clay is
naturally eloquent, and never falls to
terest his audience.
Our thanks are due Messrs. Rand,
McNally & Co. of Chicago, for a fine map
of the seat of war in Europe. We advise
nyoue wishing a beautiful map to write
o the publishers direct. It is so finely
xecuted and printed in colors that it will
undoubtedly sell fast, and prove a power
ful advertisement for one of the finest job
offices in the West.
Grand Haven had two more fires last
week. One of them was the barn of Mr.
K. Brouwer, which was entirely destroyed,
the damage of which amounts to about
$1,000 and the insurance $500. The other
oue was the dwelling of Mr. Kimball.
Damage about $1,500 and insured for
$1,000.
The Sabbath School Sinning Conven-
tion, terminated on Friday evening last,
with a fine concert, under the manage-
ment of Rev. J. D. McCord, of Allegan.
The concert was not as well attended as
might have been, but the singing was very
fine and gave general satisfaction. We
hope Rev. McCord may be enabled to try
it again.
Our harbor work is progressing nicely.
The diedging work is almost finished,
and almost any sized vessel can enter our
harbor now. Work lias been begun on the
new crib, which is to be sunk on the end
of the north pier, and the refilling of the
old cribs is fairly under way, and will be
one of the finest jobs ever done to our
harbor when completed.
The monument to Stephen A. Douglas
in Chicago, after the foundation and tomb
were completed iu 1866, has remained un-
finished; but the Legislature of Illinjis ap-
propriated last winter $50,000 to finish it,
and work is to be resumed. When com-
pleted, the monument will be 100 feet high,
with a diameter at its base of 52 feet. At
its top will stand a bronze statue of
Douglas nine feet high.
The shingle mill formerly owned and
operating under the firm name of Pfun-
stiehl & Van Kooi, will henceforth be
worked under the name of Pfnnstiehi &
Co., Van Kooi having sold his interest.
Pic nics are still lively. A select party
report having had a fine time on Wednes-
day last, and on Thursday, quite a large
pic-nic parly went down to the harbor un-
der the auspices of Hope Church. What
a grand thing it would be to have a regu-
lar pleasure resort down to the mouth of
Black Lake, and it would undoubtedly be
remunerative.
The Allegan Journal pays the following
compliment to one of our most promising
students in Hope College: “The Rev.
Albert Pfaustiehl, a young clergyman
from Holland City, preached at the Pres-
^ byterian church, last Sunday. It was, we
understand, only the third Sunday of his
> ministry ; but if his sermons now are but a
\V) beginning his end will be a brilliant and
\ useful one.”
nLouib B reyman, oldest son of ex-alder-
maH^Breyman, who came home sick
Mr. W. Griffis, agent for the United
States Commercial Agency was in this
city this week and will he here again in a
few days. He represents one of the lead-
ing commercial agencies of the United
States, and its advantages are a necessity
for every business man. Their terms are
reasonable for collections, and the recom-
mendations Mr. Griffis carries with him
should be ample reference for our business
men— and is something they need.
While in Providence, R. I., President
Hayes slept under a bedquilt which was
made in the year 1687 by a direct ancestor
of Mr. William Ellery, who was the signer
of the Declaration of Independence from
Rhode Island. The quilt had never been
used since it covered the form of President
Washington, on the occasion of his last
visit to Newport just after the revolution.
The owners refused to allow it to be used
by President Jackson when lie visited the
state.
If you wish to sec a well assorted stock
of Goods for the Fall and Winter trade, go













RIVER STREET, HOLLAND, MXOH
We invite the Public to come and examine our stock and
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is vert large and




Everything in the line of Produce will be receive and
the highest market prices.
Holland, Mich., November 5, 1875.
NEWFIRM! CROSBY’S
G. Van Patten.
The wedding of Mr. John C. Post am
Miss Kate Gnrrod took place in Grace’
(Episcopal) Church on Tuesday last. The
church was neatly decorated, especially
the chancel. The bride and bridegroom
were handsomely dressed, and the short
but impressive ceremony was witnessed
by the elite of the city. A reception was
given at the residence of H. D. Post, Esqr.
at 2 o’clock, and at 8 o’clock the newly
wedded pair started on a little.; trip u
north, to Petoskey. Ti>^?well wishes
the community goes withmiem, to whii
we add ourfslso.
Rev. Wm. M. Coflin, of the M. E.
Church, and family, started last Tuesday
for Petoskey, where they will attend the
State Sunday School Congress and the
Slate Camp Meeting, which will be held
there. The condition of Mr. Coplin’s
health is such that it demands rest, and
we w ish them a pleasant and profitable
journey. Rev. Coplin requested us to
state to the public that by the kindness of
Professors Beck and Scott, his pulpit will
be filled next Sabbath morning by Prof.
Beck, and one week from next Sabbath
morning by Prof. Scott. The Sabbath
evening appointments will be taken up for
the two Sundays.
Having mccceded the late firm of Q. Van Patten
& Co., at the tame atand and in the aamc hualneat
wiehet to advertlre through the columns of the
N«w» bin stock of
during the early part of last week, expire/
early on Saturday morni ng.fTi U -death is
a terrible blow to the family, and the com-
munity sympathizes largely with the be-
reaved parents. The funeral; took place
on the Sunday following, in t^e afternoon,
at Hope Church, where a large concourse
of people assembled in sympathy with the
parents of the deceased. Louis was a
bright, handsome yoang man, and was
within a few weeks of being 21 years of
The Chicago churches have, according
to Prof. Swing’s AUianee, mortgages to
the amount of $1,411,165 on their build*
logs, thus divided: Presbyterian, $256,*
898; Congregational, $214,115; Methodist
Episcopal, $169,788; Baptist, $188/199;
Lutheran, $108,200; Protestant Episcopal,
$126,250; Universallst, $165,400; Uni-
tarian, $76,000; Hebrew, $66,000; Cath-
olics, only $8,000; Young Men’s Chris-
tian association, $37,009; Moody’s, $25,-
000; and others $30,000. Almost all
these mortgages have been given since the
fire, for tie purpose of rebuilding.
We understand that the Board of Edu-
cation have unanimously appointed Prof.
1. F. Bangs, of Lapeer, Superintendent of
Public Schools for the ensuing year. Prof.
Bangs is a graduate of the New York
State Normal School, at Albany, and has
had over twenty years experience In teach-
ing. He comes highly recommended.
The following is the entire corpe of
teachers: 1
Superintendent— Prof. I. F. Bangs.
Grammar School— Miss K. Ledeboer.
4th Intermediate Dept.— Miss G. Geary.
3rd “ “ “ - “ A. Royce. ,
2nd “ “ - “ F.Garrod.
1st 11 “ - “ E. Dutton.
Ird Primary Dept— Miss. M. Post.
“ - “ M. Sienk.‘ “ - “ M. LeFebre.
jhool— Miss C. C. Alien.
Dept.— Mr. H. Doesburg.
The Ohio democratic convention on
Wednesday last nominated R. M. Bishop,
of Cincinnati, for governor, and Jabez W.
Fitch, of Cuyahoga county, for lieutenant
governor. The convention’s resolutions,
with large and comprehensive view, take
in almost every subject of current inter-
est, not omitting to attribute the labor
troubles to the radical policy of contrac-
tion. Of course, the repeal of the resump-
tion act and the remonetization of silver
are demanded, and the seating of Hayes
is denonced as “the most dangerons en-
croachment upon popular rights ever at-
tempted In this or any other.” The gen-
tlemen composing the convention further-
more evince a disposition not to tolerate a
repetition of the fraud.
The latest dispatches from the European
at of war report Russian defeats and vie-
ries, and accounts of some terrible fight-
ng are given. The most important fea-
ture of the news is, that if the British
Mediterranean fleet has been ordered to
proceed to Gallipoli, as a Maltese journal
reports, a sudden enlivening of the eastern
war advices may be looked for. Gallipoli
commands the Dardnnells, and its occupa-
tion by the British would leave no doubt that
the beligerents in the cabinet of St. James
have canied the day. This repoit, taken
in connection with the establishment of a
Russian army of observation on the Aus-
trian frontier, gives strong promise that
the attempts to “localize” the contest will
fail.
The terrible excitement created i>y the
railroad itrikea all over the country It the
absorbing topic of the day. The news in
detail will be found on the inside. The
latest dispatches indicate a general subsid-
ing of the excitement. Troops tre being
concentrated at Grand Rapids; and at all
available points throughout the whole
country as a precaution against mob vio-
lence. At some points new difficulties
have occurred, but over the whole it is
settling down— sullenly, however. At
Chicago, some blood has been shed, and
quite a number of companies have been
organized to protect property, but the
greatest danger is over. In New York
everything remained qniet until yester-
day, and an abundance of troops in read!
ness to keep it so. Amicable settlements
have taken place in some cities, and the
end of this trouble seems near. In Mus-
kegon the mills have shut down and the
vessels have laid up in consequence of the
freight blockade, and the {loom Company
have discharged their men. Rumors are
afloat that our two large tanneries will
have to shut down for the same reason.
Thus one may get an idea of the extent of
the indirect effect of the strike throughout
the whole country.
Austria as well as England seems to be
getting up a decided war feeling, since
the sudden dash of the Russians into Ru-
milia demonstrated the emptiness of the
shell of Ottoman power in Europe. The
Austrians were willing to let the Turks
fight their own battles, as long as they ex-
hibited ability to fight at all; bat the sur-
render of the Bslsk&n defenses almost
without the firing of a shot has shown
that if the Cossack is to be kept out of
Constantinople, it most be done by other
power than any that is left In Turkey.
The chastisement of Turkish obstinacy
and barbarism is something that Austria
might witness with a certain degree of
satisfaction. The overthrow of the Otto-
man empire and the absorption of its ter-
ritories by Russia, is another matter. The
acquisition of European provinces con-
taining fifteen or twenty millions of peo-
ple would estsblish Russia in a position
of prominence that would dwarf Austria,
and leave her own existence even at the
mercy of her great neighbor. Against
such a comsummation the Hungarian sec-
tion of the empire at least is ready to en
ter armed protest. Preparations have
been made by members of the Hungarian
parliament for a great national meeting,
to be held shortly, for the purpose of
“demanding that the Austrian cabinet
come to an understanding with the En-
glish government, with a view of oblig-
ing Russia to make peace while preserving
the integrity of the Ottoman empire.” The
cabinet will probably be forced by an over-
whelming popular pressure to accept the
advice thus offered, and, unless Germany
throws her weight into the other scale, the









Comer Monroe an d Ionia 1reet$*
GRAND RAPIDS.
This is and remains the popu-
lar Eating House of Grand
Kapids.
Spring Chickens on Hand.
The Goods^arejirst-class.
PRICES ABE LOW.
A prompt delivery free of charge, can
be relied upon.— o ---
ET CALL AND SEE.
G. VAN PUTTEN.
Holland, Aug. 2. 1876.
Drs. ANNIS & BR0EK,
No. 86, Eighth Stmt.
0pp. VanRaalte’s Shoe Store.
DEALERS IN
Drugs, Medicines, Paints, Oils,
and Fancy Articles.
PreKriptlonf carefully prepared at all boon of
the day and night. Our stock la all flnt-class, and
we offer it to tne public cheap for cash.*
We Invite oar frlendi and the public generally to
give of a chare of their patronage. ̂  ^
If you want a square meal go
and try them.
Breakfast 35 ota. Dinner 25
ets. Supper 26 ̂ ts.
OYSTERS A SPECIALTY
Meals got up to order any time,
and satisfaction guaranteed.






Of the neateet etylea and beet qualities which I
offer cheaper than anybody elee.
W. & H. ELFERDINK’S
NO. 22 RIVER STREET,
Holland, - • •
The above Arm make s specialty of custom work.
Guarantee eattabetkm. Their prices are low
Ladles and Children ehoce and gaiters.











Full line for the Winter trade.
Holland, Jan. 1. 1876.
Makes Custom Work a
Specialty.
D B K. VAN RAALTE.
Meat Market.
Vo. 76, Eightli St.
This Meat Market is in Slalter’s Store, two doom
£eet of L. T. Kantert* Book Store. We keep oo
ad a choice assortment of fresh meats, and also
sp
Fresh Pork, Salt Pork,
and^ every thing else belonrinj^ to^ihet llne^of
standing rule.
Gome and Give us a Trial.
JOHN VAN DIN BKRG.
Holland, Feb. 24, 1877.
FOR SALE.
A 9 Acre Fruit Farm conthlntag aome ttObearing
grape vines, 100 Cnrrant bnahea; Strawberries;
Veare. Apple. Quince. Cheetant, Mulberry,
cot Cherry and men tree# in Bearing.
No money required down fpy^reof^
Boll axi>, April 18*
Appri-
TOO FOE SALE.
J AM authorized to tell the Steam Tug “Gem
on favorable terms. Inquire of
MANLY D HOWARD.
Holland, b . Holland, Mich.
A STltiP OF BLUE.
CY LUCY I.ARCOM.






Th^y bring me tithes divine—
n-ud scents and subWf esseuoea,
A tribute rare and free?
Richer am I than heKhiin
^ren»fl|ift»%ndwtosii
Woo by l






Above the apple treer
Myehfps that saiMthc
Across that outlet bine.;
351
Sometimes they seem like living shapes—
TJ ow»
ifm oy fi
An one by one draws nigh.
So white, so light, so splrit-Ute, } .
From violet mists they bloom !
The aching wastes jdf the unknown
Are half reclaimed frotn gloom,
Since on life’s hospitable se< \ .
All souls And sailing foom.
The sails, like flakes of roseate pearl,
Float in upon the mist ;
The waves are broken precious stones—
Sapphire and amethyst.
Washed from celestial basement walls,
By suns kno tting kissed.
Out through the utmost gates of space,
Past where the gay stars drift,
To the widening Infinite, my soul
Glides on, a vessel swift :
Yet loses not her anchorage,
In yonder azure rift.
Here sit I, as a little child ;
The threshold of God’s door
Is that clear band of chrysopraee ;
Now the vast temple floor,
The blinding glory of the d/jme^
I bow my head before ;
The universe, 0 God, is home,
Id height or depth, Jo me ;
Yet here upon thy footstool green
Content am I to bo ;
Glad, when is opened to my need
Some sea-like glimpse of Thee.E
BELL’S 3IATCH-MAKI>G.
“Mj; dear Flora,” wrote Miss Ray-
mond, “ It is a long time since we have
met. WLy can’t you pack your trunk,
and make np your mind to spend the
summer with me in this green and quiet
comer of the earth? You shall diet
upon locusts and wild honey, if such be
your pleasure; you shall put in an ap-
pearance at parish picnics, or sit in the
arbor and embroider while somebody
reads Tennyson aloud— in short, you
shall do as you please, if you will please
to come to your rural friend; Bell. ”
Miss Raymond regarded it as a wise
and far-seeing policy that she had for-
borne to mention the name of t£e Rev.
Clarence Gascoigne— a poor but promis-
ing young clergyman recently settled
over the parish of Haphazard, whose
welfare she liad chiefly in view in issu-
ing this invitation to “ dear Flora,” who
was nothing less than an heiress and a
beauty. Miss Raymond herself, being
neither, naturally Bet a greater value
upon these tilings than they deserved,
and.devpfltly believed that Flora would
cany all before her own sweet will.
She remembered, when they had been
at Madame Buhl's finishing* school to-
gether— before adversity had visited the
Raymonds’ roof— that Flora had been
the cynosure of all the neighboring
eyes at Dr. Creed’s theological seminary,
that she hafl been deluged with valen-
tines, surfeited with bonbons, and em-
balmed In sonnet and song in the poet’s
comer of the local daily. But appar-
ently these tilings had not availed. Miss
Flora had already > survived several
seasons, and was yet Miss Flora, and
untrammeled. Whether site had flirted
too hard, her heart had remained un-
topched <£• she had nsyer inspired her
lOvets with Anything .fetrtAibfer than a
passing fancy, nobody but Flora knew.
Miss Raymond’s family consisted merely
the roomy old homestead with summer
boarders. But, since the new rector of
the parish had taken up hia abode un-
der her roof-tree, and Aunt Milly was in
somewhat failing health, she had fa*
^ided not to add to her cores, b^tq
fiat pleasures, in begging Flora to spend
summer ? afternooik in the jauntiest of
traveWg §K$(mth the most killing of
hats perched upon her shapely head— a
1 1 vary bewitching picture of a girl of the. latch-key
_______ penoJ, the soft, fluffy curls upon' ® |Ste,
witt! forehead, the fark eyes shining
Vjy °id and faded and dowdy beside her,
’••dtipbiiaidil. hemlf smartly for the
sensation. She went up to her guest’s
room with her, threw open the blind*,
pointed gut the views, and helped her
•unpack.
“I do hope you won’t find it stupidW Flora,1’ she said; “that time will
not nang heavy u£on your hands. So-
f
He’s coming home to tea. He boardshere,” ... — _
“ ‘ There is a divinity,’ ” quoted Flora.
“I thought, to be sure, it was no less
than the master of Pine Hill, coming to
hisestflrtns just in the nick of t|ne. How
long kstlrtft Retwenbe been here, may
I ask?”
“Only three months.”
“Who evfr; stops to think of that?”
“At leodtahe must have a litUe en-
You just hand him over to my tender
Un \Y
“^ou sha’h’t flirt with him. Flora;
ha’s too good aud innocent ; he would
think you in 'earnest.”
* Sha’n’t ’ is in the imperative mood,
I believe. Are you the guardian of his
shook hands and chatted familiarly— no-
body could resist chatting familiarly
with Flora after the first half minute —
about his cousins, the Gascoignes of
Newport, and a dozen people, of whom
Miss Raymond had never heard, and of
whom never to have heard seemed sud-
denly to prove her a person of the least
consequence. After tea the trio strolled
in the garden, Flora leading the conver-
sation. and waking the echoes with her
quick laughter; and they sat a while on
the rustic bench beside the syringa
bushes, and Flora sang snatches from
the operas and spiritual hymns ; and Bell
marked that when she dropped out of
catch or chorus nobody seemed to miss
her, and presently she stole away to look
after her housekeeping, congratulating
herself that everything promised well
for her .scheme. Flora was perhaps a
trjfle giddy and girlish for a clergyman’s
wife, but she would outlive all that;
and what ‘an excellent thing it would be
for Mr. Gascoigne, whose abilities would
never have fair play if he married any
poor girl about Haphazard, and lived
from hand to mouth, so to speak, with
none of the opportunities which money
could offer; and, as for .Flora, she might
bless her star* if he preferred her, if he
had no inconvenient scruples about mar-
rying a rich woman.
The summer weather was fine at Hap-
hazard, and, if Mr. Gascoigne begged
the ladies to visit some poor or invalid
parisliioner in his company, it usually
ended by Flora going with him alone,
Bell having found some urgent duty to
detain her at home at the last minute ;
and Flora developed quite a talent for
cheering the sick-room and dispensing
luxuries to the needy ; it was a role
of which she relished the novelty amaz-
ingly.
“You wore plainly intended for a
clergyman’s wife,” blundered Mr. Gas-
coigne, in a moment of grateful enthusi-
asm ; and then he colored, and added,
hastily : “The lame, halt and blind are
all singing your praises.”
“ What & discord it must be !” re-
turned Flora. “ I think 1 should prefer
a solo."
The claims of the parish, however,
were not so exacting but he could devote
some leisure to the poets, sitting in the
vine-cbvered arbor while Bell and Flora
worked andt listened— except when
Bell remembered she had omitted to
leave orders for the grocer, or hod neg-
lected some important household affair,
and excused herself far a long half hour,
begging them to go on with the reading.
And, when she returned, she was always
pleased to find that the book had been
closed for the nonce. If he had not
been reading, then, • of course, he had
been doing what he liked better. And
he would say, “We have been waiting
for you, Miss Bell ”— he had fallen into
the habit of calling .her “Miss Bell”
during these familiar seances.. '
“ I sha’n’t dare to run away, if I am go-
ing to spoil your pleasure so,” she re-
plied
« “ You certainly do spoil it when yon
leave us,” he would gallantly retort.
If they went for an afternoon’s picnic
to the top of Chrome cliff, with their
Ball fell to
; with the
_______ ________ and swallows
skimndug tow, and Flora, and Mr. Gas-
to iheir own
__ out for ‘an even-
ing’s entertainment— which even Hap-
hazard afforded at times when summer
guests were plenty— Beli remembered the
as soon as they were lieyond
Ot she- ha^ltft a inafow open
where burglars and showers might en-
ter, or she never faiiled of some valid
excuse for fofling behind, for refusing
Mr. Gascoigne’a ams— either both hands
were necessary to keep her skirts from
the mnd, or the couitry sidewalk was
too hdr^ow for three* abreast. And yet
there Wfts nothing obvious* or awkward
in Miss Raymond’s sclienang. It all
u) ui x i i/urome im, v
WplS
detj& here is rather chaotic, to be sure.
d play at housekeeping,, and make it
itfle like home for the poor fellow."
I a little vexed Ant he, eould not be
trusted to find the latch-key, close the
window or letch the umbrella, Flora
the constellations, she moved softly
away. Who could tell?— it might be
the decisive moment
ft so happened that just at this time
Mrs. Raymond fell ill. Flora proposed
going home, but Bell stoutly vetoed the
proposition; “ It will be so lonesome
for Mr. Gascoigne,” she said, “And
Aunt Milly will be. up again soon. No;
do you atay, and pour the .t^a at table,
an
al
“ Seems to me you are very anxious
about his welfare, said Flora, but staid
as she was bidden, poured his tea,
whiled away his leisure hours, beat
him at chess, visited his sick, lis-
tened to his views, filled the place
of the absent soprano in his choir, and
borrowed his old sermona tor private
reading, while Bell spent her time ad-
ministering hourly doses, concocting
gruels and dainties to tempt the appe-
tite, and waiting in a darkened room by
day, after broken nights. Perhaps it
was the effect of overtaxed nerves and
depressed spirits, or perhaps Miss Ray-
mond had misunderstood her interest in
Mr. Gascoigne, but, as she left her pa-
tient dozing one night, and paused a
moment, leaning out of the hall window
to commune with the evening star and
the last tender effulgence of sunset, the
sight of Flora and Mr. Gascoigne pelt-
ing each other with roses in the garden
below smote her with a sense of some-
thing alien and cruel. Her absence did
not affect their enjoyment ; they had for-
gotten her in the delight of being to-
gether ; and for the time a selfish sorrow
stirred in her heart, and filled her eyes
with sudden tears. “Did she grudge
them their happiness?” she asked her-
self. “Was not success enough for
her?”
When Flora had gone to her room that
night, Bell knocked at the door and weut
in.
“Haven’t you anything to tell me?”
she asked. “Has nothing happened?”
“What should happen, you dear old
sleepy owl, you? Oh, yes; I broke
your Indian china bowl. A sin confessed
is half redressed. We meet, but we
miss you ; we linger to caress you— at
least / do. By-the-way, I’m afraid the
Reverend Clarence is getting horribly
bored with me !”
“ What impossible nonsense, Flora !”
Was love teaching Flora to prevaricate ?
The following night, as Bell was going
softly down to the kitchen for mustard,
the door of Mr. Gascoigne’s study
opened, and the draught blew out her
caudle as he closed it and came forward.
“ You keep late vigils, Mr. Gas-
coigne,” she exclaimed. “It has just
struck 12.”
“The truth is,” he exclaimed, “ I had
gotten behindhand with my sermon. I’ve
been dissipating too much, I’m afraid,
with your lively friend.”
“ And of what do you suppose Flora
is afraid? That you are getting bored
with her !”
“Bored with Flora?” he repeated,
smiling broadly. “Can’t you imagine
who never bores me ?”
“ Is it a riddle?” laughed Bell, with a
sob in her throat. “ I suppose I might
guess with a great effort of imagination !”
Why did he torture her with his confi-
dences ?”
“I should think you might,” he pur-
sued, still smiling, but not so confident-
ly. ‘ ‘ During your absence at Mrs. Ray-
mond’s bedside I have become confirmed
in a sentiment whose existence I had
only suspected before. Is there any
hope for me, I wonder?”
“ Any hope ?” she answered confus-
edly— “ any hope ? I— how can I tell ?”
“Don’t you know?” he asked, mourn-
fully, his great dark eyes shining appeal-
ingly in the dim light. “ Couldn’t you
find out, dear Miss Bell ? Couldn’t you
give me a morsel of encouragement ? ”
“1 could— I will find out— if yon
wish. I would give it now— this min-
ute— vou know I would, don’t you ? — if
I could— if I dared— if I were certain—”
Did he doubt that Flora loved him?
“ Bless you ! ” he said fervently. “ I
am willing 16 wait ; it is so much better
than despair dealt at one blow.” Then
he lighted her candle from his own, and
Heft her, with blank dismay pictured
upon her face. There was no question
but her match-making had succeeded,
and she herself was in love with Clar-
ence Gascoigne ! Another woman might
have played false at this unexpected
crisis, and deemed that all was fair in
leve, but Bell Raymond was of finer
efey.
“You dear old go-between,” cried
Horn, when Bell made her revelatioas,
“the Bishop Valent»e himself couldn’t
told a candle to you. Itfs too good t*
lie true. Do I love him? Don’t I?
k Confirmed in a sentiment whose ex-
istence he had calj suspected before
Mrs. Raymond’s illness,’ is he? ’Well,
3 must confess I hardly expected such
good fortune. He’s so reserved, I sup-
pose, and— and — Why, he has never
to mtoh as kissed mv hand, or pressed
it, though he ha* had plenty ol oppor-
tunity.. Well, you can go tell him that
the adage, 1 Fain* heart never won fair
lady,’ is disproved. I’ll wait here.”
but — [would aav “It’s Bell’s way; she was Somebody knocked faintly at Mr. Gns-
“I suppose there isn’t such anfrijcle frit jirMddnfte Buhl’s— always .ooigne’s study door. “Come in,” he
rfw a gentlejn^i withinten miles,” ykdfcL upon li%self. ’Vl said, mistaking it for the maid..Flora. It had never been BelTs way, how- “ Flora ie_w*itmg for you in the par-
“Well. they are not as plenty as I ever, to linger in the vestibule after
• could wish, for your sake, I confess, church; but now she found it convenient.
We are always Kving in hopes that the
master >pf Pine Hill will return and en-
danger otir radmwohy —you can see the
towers of the mansion from this window,
there, behind that belt of pines ; but he
prefers the gay world. And then there’s
our rector; he is very good company.”
“Oh, spare us! I had theology
enough, thank you, at Madame Buhl’s,
If there’s anything- 1 detest, it’s ahi— •'
Bay, Bell, who is that splendid appari-
tion coming in at the gate ?”
“That?’ laughed Bell— “that is the
aforesaid rector.”
“ Is he coming to give you ghostly
counsel ? I shall be getting a change of
heart, depend on’t”
to ask old Mrs. Russ about her rheuma-
tism, and Martha Meeks about her
grandson fishing at tits Labrador. And
by that time the Reverend Clarence had
put off the gown ap4 made hia way to
the church door, where Flora welcomed
him; aqd Bell nodded and begged they
would walk oil, and let her overtake
them; she, must speak to the sexton
about his sick child, or see the treasurer
of the Mite Society— only she never did
overtake them. The treasurer had
proved garruloufl, and the sexton had
set his heart upon showing her the head-
stone ho hod got up to his first wife. If
she found them sitting alone in the em-
brasure of the open window, studying
lor,” began Bell.
“Waiting for me?— Flora?” repeated
Mr. Gascoigne.
“ Yea. I have told her ; she is wait-
ing to Conftrm your . hope, Mr. Gas-
coigne. She bids me say that the adage,
‘Faint heart never won fair lady,’ is
disproved. When you intimated to me
the other night that you loved her, I
suspected that it was not in vain, but I
could not be certain, you know. Now I
know she loves you with all her heart.
I am sure of ii Don’t let me keep you
an instant ; it must seem like an eternity
to Flora. She is waiting for you— in
the parlor. Go! Why do you hesi-
tate? Don’t you believe me ?*”
Mr. Gascoigne had risen, deathly pale,
with a solemn, wounded look m his
shining eyes, and great circles growing
beneath them ; his lips moved without
forming words. His wnole attitude was
that of one overcome with unexpected
happiness, it seemed to Bell, as he
steadied himself by grasping with
trembling hands the chair beside him.
“Yon told Flora that I loved her?”
he gasped. ‘ ‘ Yqu . told her that I loved
her?H •; ,,,i j
“ Why, yes ; I told her you had been
confirmed in a sentiment whose exist-
ence you had onto inspected before you
were thrown together so much by Aunt
Milly ’s illness, ̂ repeated Bell,
j ‘‘And you say that Flora loves me?
You are sure 6f it?” ’ ’• • ••>
“ I am sure. Go and ask her ; ” and
Bell went slowly out ; but it was some
time before Mr. Gascoigne obeyed her.
“ He is the oddest lover in the world,”
confessed Flora, later. “Nothing
spooney or gushing about him. I sup-
pose it wouldn’t be dignified for a clergy-
man. Why, he only kissed me twice, if
you’ll beheve it, Bell, and looked as
solemn as an owl, and said he hoped he
should make me happy. Goodness !
I’m happy already, and I told him so.
Do you know, Bell, I never had an out-
and-out offer before, though I’m 27.”
Miss Raymond offered thanks when
Mr. Gascoigne took his vacation to the
White hills, and Flora went home to ac-
quaint her friends with her new pros-
pects, and to join her lover, with her
mother, at the Mountain House later.
Bell’s summer's work was ended ; there
was nothing more for her to do but to
sit down and count the cost of match-
making. In th©' mean time Flora wrote
her friend long confidential letters from
the mountains. ,
“ Such larks ! We do nothing but
enjoy ourselves. Who do you think we
found here but his liigh-and-mightiness
the heir of Pine Hill, Mr. Chester Cal-
lender, of Haphazard. And such a
swell ! He danced with me five times at
the hop last night — and didn’t the other
women look daggers ! One dared to say
it was because I’m engaged, and it’s so
safe flirting with engaged girls— oU the
fun and none of the danger! Let them
rave ! If I weren’t engaged— who
knows?— I might fancy living at Pine
Hill, with a retinue of servants, driving
in my carriage, and crackling in my
silks. I didn't tell you, did I, that the
stocks in which my money was invested
have declined most shamefully? So
Mr. Discount, my business man, writes
me. But there’s dear old Clarence — do
you know, he isn’t a particle jealous ! ”
While a later date rau, “ Mr. Callender
and I are just iu from a climb up the
mountain with a small party. Clarence
went with some gentlemen last week
camping out, and didn't care to repeat
history. We got separated from the
others, Mr. Callender and I, and lost
our way ; and we should have been there
now, for all I know, if Clarence and a
man hadn’t come to our rescue with lan-
tern and torches. Mr. Callender is tak-
ing my picture, iu crayon— I sometimes
really believe he is sweet on me, in spite
of Clarence. Mr. Callender’s eves are
blue and small, and his mustache is —
well, lemon-colored, maybe ; but his
figure and manners are perfectly stun-
ning. He always makes you feel as if
you were the one person of all the world
whom he delighted to honor.”
And after that, Bell heard no more,
and a fortnight later Mr. Gascoigne was
at home again, and settling to his parish
duties. He found Bell at twilight the
day after his return, with her Sleepy-
Hollow chair wheeled before the window,
watching the stars come out in the even-
ing sky, and listening to the crickets’
sing-song.
“Stargazing?” he asked, resting an
elbow on the cushioned back of her seat.
“ A penny for your thoughts.”
“ I didn’t hear you come in, Mr. Gas-
coigne,” she said. “I am thinking
about— about Flora! How did you
leave her?”
‘ ‘ Flora ! Haven’t you heard ?”
“ My last letter is a month old.”
“And nobody has told you about
her?”
“ Who could tell me about her so well
as yourself ?”
Mr. Gascoigne laughed. “Well, Mr.
Callender, perhaps.”
“ Mr. Callender ! What are yon talk-
ing about, Mr. Gascoigne ?” , . ,
' “Flora and Mr. Calender.”
“What of them?”
“They are married— that Is all.”
“Married! Flora married to Mr.
Callender! Is it tmae? Oh, Mr. Gas-
coigne ! How could she be so wicked !
Oh ! oh ! oh !” and she staggered to. her
feet and held out both arms, not know-
ing what she did. fv .
“ Wicked ?” echoed the young rector,
taking the proffered hands, and holding
them firmly— “I doa’t know about that.
It isn’t wicked to many the man you
love best, even at the risk of brealang
another's heart, is it? And then idy
heart is in excellent condition; I assure
you, Flora hasn’t been able to effect a
flaw. It was all a mistake, you know,
from first to last— Flora knows it now
herself. My dear Bliss Bell, you rather
overdid the match-making business, did
you not ? And I— I was weak and Quix-
otic, I grant you; it was unpardonable,
I admit, now that I look back upon it
But if the girl really 16ved me; if I had
unwittingly won her heart; if yon had
led her to believe, thauVn to my ovn stu-
pidity, that I had been such a blockhead
as to confess my love for her to yon-
why, it was only right thatl should abide
by my own awkward mistake. I
must have been miraculously obscure
that night, Bell, and you must be the
least-conceited woman in the world, or
you would have understood that I loved
you, and not Flora.”
“ 0— h,” said Bell, with a little sigh,
“ I wish I had understood !”
“ It isn’t too late, is it? If you had
understood, what should you have slid,
BeU?”
“ I should have said ‘Yes.’ ”
ing, “allow me to congratulate you on
your talent for match-making.”— har-
per’s Magazine for August.
A DEMON MURDER.
The Story of an Extraordinary Crime In
MaMachusette.
One of the most extraordinary mur-
ders in all the onpals of crime wae re-
cently committed at Auburn, a village
near Worcester, Mass., the following
particulars of which we glean from the
local papers : In a little hut at Auburn
there lived an aged -Scotch couple named
Campbell The man has a pension as a
soldier, and tills a small piece of land.
The woman has been bed-ridden for
some time with rheumatism. Between
6 and 7 on the morning of the tragedy,
the oh! man went to work iu his potato
patch, leaving his wife helpless on the
bed. A short tijftg later he entered the
house and found her on the bed in a
herrible condition, mangled, bruised and
bleeding, her skull fractured, all her
limbs broken, and lying naked in a pool
of blood and water which had been
thrown over her. She was still alive and
sensible, and said: ‘“Frank, where were
yon while Jim Wilkins was murdering
me?!’ The old man is very deaf, which
accounts for his not hearing the conflict.
Before an hour had elapsed the murder-
er was in custody, and before 11 o’clock
the victim was dead. Jim Wilkins,
whose real name is Mulchaey, was walk-
ing down South Bridge street, with no
ooat on, when arrested. On being taken
to the police station he told this horrible
story. He says ho spent the night at his
father’s house in New Worcester, and,
rising in the morning, said his prayers,
took a bath and went out to walk toward
Auburn. While passing along he
was accosted by a fiend, which
was hid from mortal sight in the grass.
In a loud voice he commanded the
fiend to be gone; but it appeared several
times, till it desisted. Afterward it came
to him in the shape of a dog. Thus
harassed by the evil spirit and commis-
sioned by the Lord to destroy, he went
to the hut of the Campbells and entered.
Mrs. Campbell, over 70 years of age, was
in bed as usual, and, ns Muohaey says,
he went up to her and asked her what
she would give to be cured so that she
eould arise and walk to church next Sun-
day. He says the old lady threw up her
arms in delight and exclaimed that she
would give all the world. He then says
he took off his coat and began rubbing
her to dispossess her of the evil spirit.
He then grabbed one leg, bending it
across his own knee, and broke it m sev-
eral pieces. In the same way he broke
the other leg and arms, and then seized
the body and threw it on the floor, then
jumped on it with his heavy shoes until,
as he says, not a joint in the body was
left unbroken. Ho then took pails of
water and threw them over the mangled
body, alleging that no evil spirit could
survive the drowning process. He then
took the body and laid it back on the
bed, covering it up carefully, and starte^
for this city. He weut on with a lot
crazy talk, calling himself the prophet
of the Lord, and saying that he was fully
aware of what he was doing, but did not
think it cruel or wrong, as the fiend
which hod possessed the woman had
been so bad to him and his friends. He
declared that the woman could not die,
as he was not dealing with her, but only
with the evil spirit Mulchaey is 39
years old, has been a shiftless, drunken
tramp, and has been drinking very hard
of late. Some time ago he was a lodger
at the police station, and then showed
some signs of insanity, so much so as to
attract the investigation of the officers,
but was at length allowed to go.
CirciiBYeuting the Husband.
What it calls an amusing incident, re-
cently occurring in its city, the Water-
bnry (Conn.) American thus describes :
A son of Erin has a drinking wife who
was fast becoming the ‘plague of his
life,’ All his efforts to prevail upon her
to give up whisky were unavailing, for
every evening he would find her drunk
upon his return from work. He hit upon
a plan— what he considered a happy
plan. Before going to work one morn-
ing he fastened down all the windows
and locked the door after him, leaving
his wife a prisoner. He proceeded to
his daily toil, chuckling to himself that
she would be required to keep sober one
day at any rate. In the course of the
forenoon one of his wife's whisky cronies
called at the house, but, of course, found
the door locked. She called to the in-
mate to admit her, adding that she hod
‘a quart of the best V ‘Begorra, I
can’t let ye in, fur it’s looked in I am
meself !’ was the reply. 4 Howld on a
bit,’ came from the one outside. The
woman vanished and in a few minutes
returned with a. clay pipe with a long
stem, which she stack through the key-
hole into the mouth of the prisoner.
She then slowly poured the whisky into
the tow! of the pipe until the other sig-
nified' that she had had enough. The
surprise of the husband upon finding her
lying drunk on the floor when he re-
turned home can be imagined.”
Singular Presentiment.
Elijah Killain, a farmer of Wayne
county, Pa., near Cooheotun, N. Y.,
kissed his family, saying it was for the
last lime. He oofled his oldest son
aside and told him what to do with the
farm? “for I am to be a dead man be-
fore night, I know.” A thunderstorm
was coming np. Killam went ont in a
field to turn hay. It began to rain. £le
went to the pig-pen near by and took
shelter. His pitohfark was on his
shoulder. A thunderbolt descended
and struck the tines of the fork, melting |j
them, and, passing through the farmer’s J
body, killed him instantly, antV "
killed a dog that was near him. /
An Italian father’s two
I for his stolen girl resulted-
“ My dear BeU,” wrote Mrs. CoUender her at Tonawanda, N. R ̂




Extraordinary Confession of a Knavish
Bank-Lock Expert.
[Northampton (kaue.) Cor. Boston Journal.]
The trial of Scott oud Dunlap, the
•ton
!6th
supposed robbers of the Northamp
National Bank in this town on the 2
of January, 1876, by which operation
the large sum of $1,000,000 or $1,250,-
000 in cash, bonds, and other securities
was realized, has stirred up this com-
munity as no other circumstance has
done since the Mill river flood in 1874.
The facts of the robbery are already
pretty well known— the entering of Cash-
ier Whittlesey’s house at midnight by a
gang of five masked men ; the binding of
himself and family and the tortures and
threats by which the combinations of the
bank locks were forced from him ; the
successful plunder of the bank and the
escape 6f me robbers ; their subsequent
capture and the confession of their ac-
complice, Edson.
As was anticipated, the chief point of
interest has been the testimony of Edson,
the bank-lock expert, and the accomplice
and abettor before the act of the thieves
who actually oommitted the robbery.
This man is a curious psychological
puzzle, and grows more uruathomable
and mysterious the more one seeks to
sound him. In the most natural and
nonchalant manner of which it is pos-
sible to conceive, he gave evidence which,
if produced by another person, would
have branded him with a disgrace com-
pared to which that attaching to Scott
and Dunlap had appeared scarcely worth
mentioning. No report of this trial
which I have yet seen has half exposed
the singularity of Edson’s confession. 1
say “confession” advisedly, for such it
was ; though it served its intended pur-
pose of damaging Dunlap and Scott, it
also and in a still greater degree reflected
upon the narrator himself, so that at the
close of his testimony the audience was
pretty equally divided into two parties
-r-the one holding that Edson was a
worthy object of philanthropise interest,
in that he had found out the truth of the
aphorism that “ an houest coufession is
good for the soul,” and had acted ac-
cordingly, the other maintaining that no
man in liis senses would ever dream of
bcsmircliing himself unless he had some
deep and sinister motive to subserve,
and that thus he was either a lunatic or
had still wickeder schemes in prospect.
Passing over the details of his pre-
liminary efforts, which include the ex-
amination and subsequent attempts at
robbery of no less than ten banks in
various parts of the country from Nan-
tucket to Kentucky, I come at once to
the history of his connection with the
Northampton bank robbery, where his
noblest triumph was achieved.
Actiiig as trusted agent for Herring A
Co., safe manufacturers of New York,
and being at the same time partner on
an equal footing in a conspiracy with
Scott, Dunlap, and Conners to rob any
and all banks which Edson’s expert skill
might suggest as open to burglarious
attacks, he came to the Northampton
Bank in August, 1875, examined the
new doors which he had placed in the
vault on the previous month, found that
the keys worked hard, took them to New
York to be altered, gave duplicates to
his accomplices and returned the origi-
nals to the bank officers. The robbery
would doubtless have been committed at
about this time had not the bank changed
its dials and keys, a proceeding which
put a stop to operations for the time be-
ing. In November Edson came again to
the bank, secured the keys under pre-
tense of tiling them, made an impres-
sion of them in wax which Scott had
given to him, and was again prepared
for action. His crowning feat of audaci-
ty was perpetrated upon Mr. Warriner,
the Vice President of the bank, with
whom he took tea at this time. It was,
of course,' of great consequence to the
burglars that they should be obliged to
invade as few houses as possible in their
attempts to gain a knowledge of the com-
binations necessary to unlock the vari-
ous doors of the bank, and to narrow
down the possession of these secrets to
the fewest number of persons was one
object of Ed son’s visit. • He found that
Mr. Whittlesey had all the combinations
except that to the inner vault door.whicli
was intrusted to a young clerk, and he
therefore so strongly urged upon Mr.
Warriner the danger likely to be in-
curred by intrusting a mere boy with
such a secret that Mr. Warriner became
quite alarmed, and on the following day
told Edson that he had followed his
How Mr. Fly Takes a Wash.
The toilet of the fly is as carefully at-
tended to os that of the most frivolous of
human insects. With a contempt for the
looking-glass— an article wkicn he re-
serves for the most ignoble uses— he
brnsheh himself up and wabbles his little
round head, chuck full of vanity, wher-
ever he happens to be. Sometimes,
after a long day of dissipation and flirt-
iog, with his six small legs and little
round body all soiled with sirup and
butter and cream, he posses out of the
dining-room and wings his way to the
clean white cord along which the morn-
ing-glories climb, and in this retired spot,
heedless of the crafty spider that is
practicing gymnastics a few feet above
nim, he proceeds to purify and sweeten
himself for the refreshing repose and soft
dreams of the balmy summer night, so
necessary to one who is expected to be
early at breakfast. It is a wonderful
toilet. Besting himself on his front and
middle legs, he throws his hind legs rap-
idly over his body, binding down his
frail wings for an instant with the pres-
sure, then raking them over with a back-
ward motion, which he repeats until they
are bright and clear. Then he pushes
the two legs along his body under the
wings, giving that queer structure a
thorough currying, every now and then
throwing the legs out and rubbing them
together to remove what he lias collected
from his corporal surface. Next he goes
to work upon his van. Resting on his
hind legs and middle legs, he raises his
two forelegs and begins a vigorous scrap-
ing of his head and shoulders, using his
proboscis every little while to push the
accumulation from his limbs. At times
he is so energetic that it seems ns if he
were trjjng to pull his head off, but no
fly ever oommitted suicide. Borne of
his motions very much resemble those
of pussy at her toilet. It is plain, even
to the naked eye, that he does his work
thoroughly, for when he has finished he
looks like a new fly, so clean and neat
has he made himself within a few min-
utes. The white cord is defiled, but
Floppy is himself again, and he bids the
morning-glories a very good evening.—
Louisville Courier-Journal.
gambling on the Weather.
They have no pools in Ajmer, India,
neither any laws prohibiting pool-sell-
ing, neither any horse-races, regattas,
base-ball matches nor Presidential elec-
tions whereon to bet Therefore the
residents bet on the weather, first con-
sulting certain local seers of great re-
pute for their weather wisdom. After
the “straight tip” has been purchased
from one of the prophets, the buyer
commences bellowing that he will take
or lay certain odds about the fall of rain
within a given time. The ordinary quo-
tations are sixteen to one against heavy
rain coming down within twenty-four
hours, eight to one against a light
shower happening, and longer odds in
both cases as the time is reduced. When
the weather happens to be exceptionally
variable, the /frhole street becomes
blocked by an excited throng of gam-
blers. As the hour approaches for the
majority of the bets to be decided the
more nervous gamblers are heard offer-
ing their chances of winning at a heavy
discount. Tliis allows the weather
prophets an opportunity of “hedging”
at considerabL advantage, and it fre-
quently happens that the book of an old
seer will show a certainty of gain whether
rain falls or not. With “Old Proba-
bilities” over there, how th^ man who
read the weather reports at Calcutta or
Bombay and his agent at Ajmer could
scoop in the unwary natives !
A San Francisco correspondent writes
as follows: “ Under Mexican rule in
California swine were a tabooed animal.
But times have changed, and the por-
cine now furnishes a meat which, pre-
pared as ham and bacon, is largely con-
sumed. It is a favorite meat of the
Chinese.” ' *
Please Hear It In Mind
that if your grocer does not have, and will not
get, Dooley's Yeast Powder for you, you can
send 20 cents for quarter, 35 cents for half, dr
60 cents for one pound can. Direct to Dooley
& Brotheb, New York, and you will receive it
by return of mail Always use it for the deli-
cious Vienna rolls. _ _____
Hofmann’s Hop Pills cure the Ague at once.
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away from home over ntjjht. You can nivo your whole
time to tin work, or only your enure moment*. « e ha»*
a^ente who are making over 820 fe*' day at thebuat-
ness. AH who ormaga at one# can mak* money fast. At
the nicseut time rtytvJ cun not be madn so ou.lly and
rapidly at ftwydthernnMne**; Hcoatsmotmm; to try the
bualn. **. Terms end Outfit free. Addrea*, at once,
H. H U t.KTT A (;(>.. PnHt-nd. Maine.
suggestion, changed the combination,
and given it to Mr. Whittlesey. It can
easily be imagined that Mr. Edson re-
turned to New York in a state of great
mental exhilaration at having so success-
fully pulled the wool over Mr. Warri-
ner’s eyes. The bank was soon after-
ward robbed, and Edson, the still un-
rendered possible of accomplishment
Died for England.
This is the great Turkish cemetery of
Scutari. It is said that the entire pop-
ulation of Constantinople does not ex-
ceed a twentieth part of the dead that
sleep under those cypresses. It is a
wilderness of trees set so close together
that their branches are matted overhead,
and scarcely a ray of sunlight penetrates
them. * * * Not far away is another
burial-ground, vastly different in all
particulars. It is open to the sunshine,
a green lawn sloping to the sea, and
planted with roses and willows and
the yew. The white stones glisten
among the foliage; everything is as trim
and tidy and decent-looking as one
wishes it to be. There are costly tombs
and modest ones, and in the center is a
memorial column with sculptured angels
supporting it; but there is a billowy
waste of green mounds with no
stones to tell their tale, and
there sleep 8,000 nameless dead
who died for England. There are rows
of graves with simple headstones on
which are recorded a few lines full of
agony. You read again and again these
inscriptions in memory of young officers,
with ages ranging from 18 to 28 years,
who bravely fell at this or that battle,
or wasted in the hospital, or who died at
sea. These stones are usually “erected
by his comrades,” and they all lie within
sight of that hospital, now a barrack,
where Florence Nightingale did her
labor of love. The afternoon sleeps on
that hallowed slope; the waves sing be-
low it. The islands hang like clouds
upon the face of the waters, and Stam-
boul unveils her splendor, which is mir-
rored in the tranquil sea. Turning
from all this sensuous beauty, my eye
falls upon a solitary slab. It bears in
bold relief an inscription that takes me
by storm. I think of the flower of En-
gland, young, brave, impetuous, hurled
upon the fire of the enemy and ignomin-
iously sacrificed, and I read again that
last appeal of one of those ill-fated lads,
and I believe that such a prayer will
not pass unheeded — it only is tliis : “I
am thine— save me '"—Constantinople
Cor. San Francisco Chronicle.
Curing the Opium HabIL
A New York physician cures the opium
habit on the “tapering-off” plan. He
writes to tne Sun : “ There are several
‘ doctors ’ who advertise extensively their
‘opium-habit cure.’ One of the most
prominent of these is an Indiana adver-
tiser. Suspecting his method of cure, I
sent to him and procured several bottles
of his ‘ opium antidote.’ Upon examin-
ing them chemically, I ascertained that
each bottle (corresponding to its num-
ber) contained, a decreasing amount of
morphine; hence he cures by my method." •' ‘ ent can just as well cure
The stomach obstinately rebels ngaiust all
j (Torts to make it digest superabundant or in-
digestible food. Wuen a fit of dyspepsia has
been brought on by overindulgence in the pleas-
ures of the table, or any other cause, tire in-
valid can obtain from Hostetler's Stomach Bit-
ters prompter and more complete relief than
from any other source. This admirable specifie
not only’ renders digestion active, but regulates
the secretion and distribution of the bile, re-
establishes a regular habit of body when cos-
tiveness exists, restores the appetite, soothes
and invigorates the nerves, and, if taken before
retiring, facilitates sleep. Under these happy
conditions, the dyspeptic or bilious subject re-
gains lost flesh, ms spirits recover their elas-
ticity, and all the various and harassing bodily
and mental symptoms of chronic indigestion
dinanne&r. __
Wilhoft’s Tonic 1— Unfailing and
Infallible '.—This great Chill Tonic cures Chills
without the intervention of doctors and their
bills. No consulting visits— no prescriptions to
be tilled— no huge bills, entailing pecuniary
embarrassments, added to loss of health. It
is the friend of the noor man, because it eu-
JACKSONS BEST
SWEET NAVY CHEWING TOBACCO
wao awanled the highest I'riao at Centennlat KipjwlttoD
for itn fine chewini? qualltle*. tlioexonl enoe M«1 l»Una
character of II* aweetenlnjt and flavoring. If you want
tho Lent tobacco ever innde. :i*k your Rmcer lor thU. and
bera. Send for aninitle to < . A. .1 ACIiSON ok CO..
Manufacturer*. Iteleridiurg* t a. __
§1 7 PIANOS
I ! i H Dunham .t Sons, Manufacturers.
WarerooniH, IS Kant 14tli Ht.»
[Established 1834.) NEW YORK.
' -vp-icoB Reasonable. Terms Easy.-Al
UNHAM
CTCIA-WINDIIVG WATCH. Cheapest In th»
m I Cm World. Send 3f •tampfnrutronUf. Addreea
W DALZKLL WATUH OO., IU Broadway. N. Y.
DIPLOMASKSS-Ss
S onnfi tllfci I can be made in one day with
ftrSHj.6y«
(f<f|PAA NONlk— AttENTS WANTED -M bsst
Ha xflU eeWn* articles In the world : onesample^raa.




UAKElt, IOO HotttU Oesplalue* nt.( Chicago.
fir Head far Hlnstrati'd Price-List.
...... ’ ’ ~A DAV SYHR msds by
AfenuaeUing our Chromas,
Crayon*, Picture and Chro-
ma Uurda. 126 umplos.$i0l$25
Catalogue free. J . H- ,
Bouton. [Established 1M0.J
worth 8JI. sent, poet paid,




ables him to earn a living, and of the rich,
cause it prepares him to enjoy his wealth. This
great boon to mankind is cheap, safe and
prompt. G. R. Finlay & Co., Froprietors,
New Orleans.
Fob hale by all Dbuooists.
I HAVE sold Hatch’s Universal Cough
Byrup for five years. It has by far the best
side of any cough remedy I keep. The sale has
steadily increased from ’ Us first introduction.
Hating seen it so thoroughly tested, I feel safe
in recommending it to my tautomers.
M. P. Sherman, Bo. Bodus, Wayne Co., N. Y.
P. H.— I have customers who say they cannot
live without it. I will refer any who may in-
quire to the parties direct. M. P. 8.
Sold by J. Block! <t Co., Chicago, 111.
The essentials for wide popularity are
fully mot in Colgate & Co.’s Cashmere Bouquet
Soap. It is universally esteemed by the tasteful
and refined as the most delicate and ncJurclw
of perfumes, and the name and trade-mark of
Colgate it Co. on each package are a guarantee
of superior and uniform quality. With such
nice adaptation tho success of tliis article is
not surprising _____
Thirty years’ experience proves the
Graefenberg Vegetable Pills to bo the mildest
and most effective medicine ever known for tho
complete cure of headache, biliousness, liver
complaints, nervousness, fevers and diseases of
digestion. Bold everywhere j price 25 cents per
box. Send for almanacs. Graefenberg Co.,






The Pioneer Tobacco Company,
KT New York, Boston and Chicago.
Pond’s Extract. There is no swell-
ing it will not abate ; no pain it will not cure.
This is the testimony of those who have used
it many years. Try t! _ _ _
DR. WARNER’S HEALTH CORSET.
With Skirt Supporter and
Sclf-AdJuBting Pad*.
Secures Health and Comfort of
Body, with Gback and Beauty of
Form. Three Garments In one.
Approved by all Physicians.
AGENTS WANTKD.
Sam pies by mall, in Contil, (2 ;
Salto en, fl 75. To Agents at
25 cents less. Order size two
Inches smaller than waist mea-
sure over the dress.
Warner Brot. 851 Broadway, K.Y,
Bttodat Great Mercantile Collect. Keokuk, Iowa.
ONLY FIVE DOLLARS
FOR AN ACRE 1
Of the Beat Land In AMERICA, ne»r the Great UWIOM
Pacific Railboaia
A FARM FOR $200,
In eaay Payment*, with low rale* of IntereaL
eECUUE IT NOW l
Full Information rent free, Addre**
O. F. DAVIS,
Land Agent. U. P. R. R . Ogufllg* Neb.
SELTZER




FOR MAN AND BEAST.
Established 3a Year*. Alwanouree. Always
ready. A1 way* handy. H a* nerer yet failed. Thirtv
Million* hat* t"U<i it. The whole world approve*
the glortou* old Mu»tan*-tbe Beet and Cheapest
liniment In enrt*nce. 26 centa a bottls. Th*
Muatang Liniment cure* when nothing elae will
SOLD BY ALL MRPIOWK VBWPRR8.
1/ «niy .uiMMUami
IV Kwep’* Patent Partly-Made Drees Shirts
Uan be IlnuthtHl a* eaiy u bemminc * Handkerchief.
The very l-e*t. all: (or $7 '04J.
Keep's ( Initom ShtlA-made to meteare.
The very beet, *ii for ftIMK).
An elegant aet of Kenuine Uold-PUU Collar and
Sleeve Button* given with each half doe. Keep'* Hblta
Keep'* Shlrta are ilolivered l-’HKIC on receipt of prtoc
In any part at the Unlon-oo exprea* charge* to pay.
Samples, with full dlreoUona for aell-iueasureiMoL
S*>nt Free to any add mu. No atamp required.
$1.00 $1.00
Osgood's Heliotype Engravings.
The ehoioost household omamontt. Price
One Dollar each. Send for catalogue .









enu. Allrr yean of
Kivtihfi1 rll",l"N'n*
III’* niamifm t«»*r ol
B. T. n<‘i
Botii ha* parWrtrd
an<t n»>» tn thaJL *w
OnljrlA* i>«r<N rroWaW# in mann/tcturt.
Siunple box, containing I rakm of • <*». awh. wot fit* to any at
drau ou rrcalnt of 15 cant*. Addr**t
“• Tv#W6l7b7hf!rwte^0,ty-
AN EXCELLENT MEDICINE.
8rn!K«rir.LD, O.. Feb. 28. 1877.
Tbl* I* to certify that ! have uned Vkoitink. mann-
factured by H. R. bleven*, Boston, Mass., for Rbeunut*
tl*m and General ProatrstloU of tho Nervou* System,
with good iuccms. I recommend VCOKTINB a* an ex-
celieni mtilirtn* for inch complaint*.
Yount very truly, O. W. VANUKGRIFT.
Mr. Vandegrift,of tho Ann of Vandwtrtft A Hoffman,
1* a well-known huilnet* man in this place, baring om
of the largeet store* In Springfield. 0.
Yeifrtlue b Hold uy all Druggist*.
THE SUN.
ADVERTISERS
Are invited to inveetigito The American Newspaper
Union List of New*papere-the largtM combi nation of
paper t fn (Ac UnUed Slalet-eai comp MO the price* with
oilier list*. It O the cheap**! and but adeerthing medium
in Ihe country. _
at once the ridiculous side of iiis posi
tion. All this, and much more, ho told
to the jury, as free from shame as he was
from exultation, and iii appearance as
careless at he was in reahty guarded.
The wholesale vilification which he
heaped upon his own character equally
surprised Doth defense and prqsecntion,
though thb latter must have been in
some degree prepared for it To the
defense, however, it came like a bolt
from a clear sky. They had apparently
sheltered themselves under the belief
that Edsoil would try to save as much of
his own character ris .po^l^-ss, in-
deed, would ba-eipictadi-lutd that then,
by showing up the blackness of Ins fife
to the jury, they could materially
weaken his testimony. As Bdeon wns
particcps efiminis in this action, tlie
law requires some corroborative • evi-
dence of his statements, and this has
been furnished in a very extraordinary
maimer.
in New York of the wholesale druggist
at one-twentieth the amount.”
Honesty Proclaimed,
i The last number of the Paris DroU\
contains five official notices of probity,
the names aufl addresses of the honest
folk thus commended being given in
full. A workman had picked up a gold
watch andhanded it to a policeman, who
managed to discover its owner and re-
turn it to him ; a brakeman had acted
similarly with a valuable gob medal ; a
photographer who found an $80 pin had
sought out the owner and retiirned it to
him; a h*d turned over
tetHe titame a $1,000 package of checks
uayable to order, and a house-servant
had restored a pocket-book containing
$2,000 toits owner. In all these cases a-
reward was declined. * 
The United States annually ships over
100,000 boxes of clothes-pins to En-
gland.
PROFITABLE CASH BUSINESS
Manufacture and Bottling Cartwnatod Drink*. SgJ*
“Matthew.' Soda Water Spr»ratu*u wenarMU qf ingo-
tear?#
A 3-Cent POcket-Book!


















NEW YORK NEWSPAPER UNION UIT,
CHICAGO NEWSPAPER UNION UST,
MILWAUKEE NEWSPAPER UNION UST,
8T. PAUL NEWSPAPER UNION LIST,
CINCINNATI NEWSPAPER UNION UST,
SOUTHERN NEWSPAPER UNION UST.
The prioea of advertising are now about one-half of
last year’s retoe, and are a* follow* :0,,E ^ W*"*
New York Newspaper Union List for...., ..... $2
;; *i
St Paul Newspaper Unton List ..........
Cincinnati Newspaper Upton U*t .......... I
Southern Newspaper Union LUt .......... I
OB IK THE Eg TIBI LIST OF
1085 Newspapers M Wed for $8U
A ONE-INCH advertisement will be inserted ONE YEAR
fa tbe Entire List pf 1080 Newspapers (or
02,270,
gr about 8a . OO per paper a year.
tr Send for Catalogue. Addrea,
BBAZ.8 it FOeiBB,
(rhM. Butman,)
41 Park Row, NEW YORK.
THE Sue oontlnuee to be thertrenuou* advoc.-.toof
refurm and retranahment, and of thB *ub*titullnii of
•tateamanahip, wisdom and Intagrity fur hollow preteuaa,
ImlxHjlUty and fraud In tba adminUtration of pnbllo
allaire. It contend* tor the government of tho people by
the people and for the people, a* oppoeed to government
by fraud* In the baltot-uox and In the counting of votea,
enforced by mUIt i ry violence. It endeavor* to unply ito
reader*— a body now not far from a million of aoubt - witb
the meat careful, complete and trnatwortiy account* of
currant event*, and employ* (or tfal» purpo** a numeruu*
and carefully relectod *ufl of reporter* and corro*pond-
entfiK 1U report* from Washington, especially, are full,
accurate and fearloe*; and It doubtle** conttane* to de-
•rveand enjoy the hatred of those who thrive by plan-
1877. NEW YOBX. 1877.
Sunday edition,
________ into of nnra
The price of tba Daily 8
The Sunday edition atom*, night pag«> 81.20 a year.
Special NoncE.-In order to introduce The Sim
morn widely to the public, we will rend TUB WKBKLY
edition for the remainder of the year, to Jan. 1, U7&
postpaid, for Half a Dollar. Try It
Addrere TUB SUN, N. Y. City.
SANDAL-WOOD
A positive remedy tor nU dlreure of th* Kidney*.
Bladder and Urinary' Organ* t also, good in
Dropsical Complaints. It nsrer produce* alek-
pres, la certain and speedy In it* action. It la fast
anpersediiw all other remedies. Sixty capeulreeure tn
•is or eight days. No other medicine can do thla.
Beware of IndtatlMM* tor. owing to It* great
•aeoere, many bare been offered; somn on most don-
gtroos, eanshlg pflaa, Ac.
DUNDA8 DICK & CO.'S Genuine M Cap.
relre, containing Oil of Sandalnood, told of all drug
ttorm. Aik for circular, or read for one to U and S7
Wooeter etreet, Hen York.
O. N.«U. Ro. 30
jl:
A Letter from Mr. Moody.
Mr. D. L. Moody, the evangelist, writes
as follows to the Springfield RejniUican:
“ In reply to your note, asking what
was said by me to give rise to that report
that I hud slated that “ Mrs. Livermore
was not a Christian,” I write to say, that
some of the members of the Boston Ladies’
Temperance Christian Union felt that
they in their work had not been recog-
nized by me ns they thought their work
deserved, and furthermore were grieved
that I had not encouraged co-workers
with me to enter into the temperance work
with them. I can see nothing that such a
report could have arisen from more than
the conversation held with the committee
of ladies from this society, to whom I ex-
plained my reasons for not co-operating
with them.
“ My strong belief has been and still is
that the drunkard’s only hope is in a re-
newed heart, with new desires and strength
from God to keep him. I have no faith in
a simple pledge alone. I believe the pow-
er strong drink has over a person cannot
be broken by man’s will. It needs God’s
power to help overcome this terrible appe-
tite. Believing this, and seeing many
cases that have been saved by reliance on
God’s power, and many failures where
trust has been placed in one’s own
strength, I explained that I could not,
with these convictions so strong, connect
myself with any society, where there
might arise opposition to wbat I consider
the fundamental doctrines or the Gospel.
Of course to disagree on these points
would only give rise to argument and end-
less discussion, and the real object of the
society in this way be to a great extent de-
feated.
u (By fundamental doctrines I mean Re-
generation—' Except a man be born again
he cannot see the kingdom of God;’
“Justification by faith— ‘By him all
that believe are justified from all things
from which ye could not be justified by
the law of Moses;’
“ Atonement—' Christ died for our sins
according to the Scriptures;’ and the doc-
trine of the Resurrection of Christ.)
“There was no feeling against any per-
son, either felt or expressed during this or
any other conversation in reference to the
society, and I was surprised to find such a
statement attributed to me, which was as
unjust to me as to the lady mentioned. If
this had not been one among marty other
statements for which I am not responsible,
I should have contradicted it immediately,
but there being so many statements of
things said and done by me of which I
would know nothing till I read them or
heard of them from others. I have found
as a rule that it was better to take no no-
tice of them. I write now only in answer
to your letter and to repeat that I have
never expressed to any one that I believed
that Mrs. Livermore was not a Christian.
“ My idea is that life is so short, and
the work to be done so great, and the
workers so few, that our time can be bet-
ter spent than in controversy.”
A Berohtion in Silver Mining.
A revolution in the method of reducing
silver ores is probable through the discov-
ery of Prof. Mnllett, a Colorado metallur-
gist, who by a cheap and simple process
claims to profitably work ores that have
hitherto been considered worthless in cost-
ing more to reduce than they produced.
The professor can thus utilize ores assay-
ing as low as five ouuces a ton, and the
mere cost at extracting the silver is less
than §2 a ton. Heretofore, the erection of
reduction works has been extremely cost-
ly, an establishment capable of reducing
10 tons of ore a day costing about $30,000,
•r>0 to 75 tons $100,000 to $175,000, but so
little machinery is required for the Malletl
process that $7000 will construct works
with a daily capacity of from 50 to 100
tons, and $25,000 will outfit a mill capable
of reducing 500 tons daily. The essential
secret lies in a chemical preparation with
which the ores are saturated after being
crushed. The process does away with
roasting ores. It docs away with the cost-
ly and wearisome sorting of ores into vari-
ous grades of richness. In fact the entire
crevice of a mine 10 inches to 300 feet in
width can be crushed together — pay streak,
gauge and all. Prof. Malletl has already
opened large works in Custer county, Col-
orado, and is practically demonstrating
his success by buying five-ounce ores and
upward, whereas ores assaying at least 80
ounces have previously only been found
profitable. Nine-tenths of the silver ores
of our mines, above 125 feet in depth,
writes a Colorado correspondent, carry on-
ly fiom 5 to 8 and 10 ounces up to 45
ounces of silver to the ton. In the hopes
of reaching richer ores, such as will pay to
to ship for redaction, there have been
,000.000
Ines
1 years. The lowest fig-
ures representing cost of sinking prospect
holes in silver-bearing districts is $25,
while thousands of shafts or mines have
been developed, costing as much as $250,-
000 each, while in hundreds $500,000 have
been expended and then the mines aban-
doned. Thus there are vast quantities of
low-grade ores already mined scattered
over the mining territories ot the United
States awaiting the cheap transformation
of Prof. Mallett’s chemicals to yield their




In re-building our new simp we have pur-
chased entire new Machinery,
' 0/' Vu Mont Approved Patterns;




WE HAVE A STEAM
DIR/TT KILILT,
AND TUrt DRYING OF LUMBER
WE SHALL MAKE A
SPECIALITY. •
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
Or anything In 'oar line, manufactured on short
notice.





IsT IE W S’
JOB OFFICE.
Our facilities for Job Print-
ing are unequaled in this city,
and we are at all times prepar-
ed to execute
Goto E. J. HARRINGTON’S
Cheap Cash Store
IFOIR,-
BAUGAINS IS BUY GOODS, CLOTHING, BOOTS So
SHOES AND GROCERIES.
A Fine line of New Style of Dress Goods just received.
Great bargains in Sugar. Cash paid for Wool.
ILTIEW
Hardware Store
Cor. Eighth and Fish Streets,
n,
The nndewlgncd haw opened a hardware store In
the old stand of O. J. flaverknte, where he will
k
era
eep constantly on hand a complete stock of
l Hardware, Stoves, Glass, Nalls, Farming
plements. Carpenter’s Tools and everything else
belonging to our line of business.
Tinware very Neatly and
Promptly Repaired.
- o -
Call and see and give us a share
of your Patronage.
J. VANDERVEEN.
Holland, March 10. 1877. 4-0 m
Litsrj, Sah udjoari Stalls,
BARN WEST OF CITY HOTEL.
Fine horses and beautiful carriages, cutters, and
all kinds of vehicles can always be obtained at our
stable at reasonable rates.
GOOD TURNOUTS* GUARANTEED.
GIVE USA TRIAL.
TEAMING DONE ON SHORT NOTICE.
E. J. Harrington, Jr.
John Vaupell.








Top or Open Buggies
Light & Heavy Wagons.
SLEIGHS TRUCES etc.




The undersigned annonnees to the Public that
they have finished their new Meat-Market, and are
now ready to supply their costomen with all kinds
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
dealing thdy feel confident of giving satisfaction to
all those who wish to favor them with part of their
trade.




Holland, July 14, 187®.
PETER BRAAM
Has opened up a new
TOTHE PUBLIC.
I, the undersigned, am daily receiving
New Spring Goods.
My Stock is Complete,
Consisting of all kinds of
NEW FURNITURE.
A large stock of well selected Wall Paper and
window shades, which I sell at
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
I always keep on hand a full stock of
C O IF IF I 2sT S,
From the cheapest to the finest W A UNIT CAS-
KETS in the market, and cheaper than In any
other place.
Give me a call and see for





All qualities of Carpets cheap; also, all
kinds of Mattraases.
I WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD.
S. REIDSEMA.
Holland, March 30, 1877,
SOUTH BEIN' ID, IIND.
This wagon Is the best wagon in use In this State,
and the only slope-spoked wagon mannfac
lured. It Is a better wagon than the Jack-
son Wagon, and I will sell them Just as
cheap, and give a written wananty
for one year. Wagons of my




General Blackamlthlng done with ncatm-M
and dispatch.
Horse Shoeing a Speciality
J. FLIEMAN.
Hollaxp. September 1, 1875.
Meat Market,
Near the corner of
RIVER & TENTH STREETS.
Fresh & Salt Meats
As cheap as <
ANYWHERE ELSE.
-o — ' —
toCall and See and trade
your own advantage.
P. BRA AM.
Holland, Mich., June 1, 1877. 10-4w
Walsh’s Cough Candy.














Having rented the machine shop and power, owned
by Wm. II. Denting, of this place, we are. prepared to repair all kinds of
HaclMj, Slitiomry ad Fortalls Eigiisi,
Setting up New Machinery,
SHAFTING, ETC.,
Hiking He? Work, hi Arlan, Shafting,
BULBEYS, ETC,
-Wi— .0^' —
Mr. Cln.k having had fourteen years of exper-
ience in setting np and repairing Engines. Hollers,
putting In Steam heating apparatus, Pipe-building
for steam, ̂as and witter, we will try and five sat-
isfaction to all that give us a call.
CLARK & GOODRICK.
Holland, Mich., May 17. 1877. 15-ly
COUGH
Order of Publication.
STATE OF MICHIGAN, the Circuit Court for
the County of Ottawa, in Chancery. At a ses-
sion of said court, held at the Court House In
the City of Grand Haven, In said county, on the
2nd day of June. A. D. 1877. Present. Hon. Dan
J. Arnold, Circuit Judge. Sarah E. Wilson, Com-
plainant vs. James C. Wilson. Defendant.
Upon dne proof by affidavit, that James C.
Wilson, the defendant In the above entitled cause,
DEALERS IN
Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry & Fancy Goods.
i
ted,was ed, apparently, from $200, 00 , (
$300,000,000 in proepecting silver mil





All Kinds of Spectacles.
Full Seine of ffiolA Fens*
Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
Holland, March W, 1877. 6— ly.
pending in this court, resides out of the said State
of Mi cmge . .....
the said defendant do appear and answer the hill
Igan, and In Canada, on motion of William
N. Angel. So.lcitor for Complainant, Ordntd, that
of complaint filed In said came, by the Eighteenth
day of SqAmher, A. D. 1877, else the said hill of
complaint shall he taken as confessed by him; ami
further that this order he published, within twenty
days from Its date, In the Holland City Nkws, a
newspaper printed and published In said County of
Ottawa, and he published therein once In each week,
f>>r alx weeks In succession ; such pahlication, how.
ever, shall not he necessaiy, in case a copy of this
order he served on the said defendant personally,
at least twenty days before the time herein pre-
scribed for his appearance,
DAN J. ARNOLD, Circuit Judge.
Examined, countersigned and entered by me.
A. A. Tbact, lleqister.
A true Copy of the original, on file in said cause.Attest: Altbed A. Tract, Register.
The best COUGH
CANDY’ iu use— For
sale in New Y’ork for
the past 30 years, but
new in this State.










The undersigned wishes to Inform his old friends
and residents of Holland and vicinity that being at
present located at Muskegon, he has’mndo arrange-
ments with Mr. 1). It. Mccngs, at Holland, at whose
store, on River street, all job work for binding can
be left. 1 have purchased a new and complete lino
of tools and stock and will famish flrst-cinss work.
A. CLUETINGH.
Muskegon, Sept. 3 1875.
I. P.THIBOUT,
MERCHANT TAILOR
Has removed his business to
GRAND RAPIDS MICH
70 Monroe Street.
Will be pleased to see all his old friends and cus-
tomers that require anything in the clothing line.
We make, cut and trim' to order anything In our
line according to the latest styles, and for the low
est possible prices.
Repairing Neatly Done
GIVE US A TRIAL.5.18 I. P. THIBOUT.
CROCKERY!
:o:-
All kinds of Color and Or-
namental printing. Call and
examine specimens and prices.
From and after this date, I
intend to devote to this line ot
trade the necessary attention,
and will keep on hand a com-
plete stock of White Granite
and C. C. Ware.
A liberal deduction to
those who buy sets or in large
quantities.
Rockingham and Yellow
Ware in large supplies.
G. J. vaarwerk.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 10 1875.
1877. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1877
Millinery | Fancy Goods,
A fall line of
LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,
Suits, Infants’ Cloaks, Hats, .
Standard Trimmings, Laces, Ribbons, Ties,
Flowers, Colarets, Fans, Parasols
and Zephyrs.
E. BUTTERICK 4 CO'S PATTERNS.
I. & S. YAK DEN BERGE,
eighth street HOEEATSTD, MICH
